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Charges
dismissed
in Mayfield
murder
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
judge has dismissed all charges
against a man who was accused in
the death of a teenager and said he
considered jailing a police officer
who withheld evidence from the
defense.
"I have never seen a case so
encumbered with problems, and I
hope I never see another one," said
Graves County Circuit Judge John
Daughaday on Wednesday.
The case against Jeremy
Adams, 22, of Mayfield was dismissed without prejudice, meaning
he could be reindicted.
Adams, who is white, was
accused of the July 2000 slaying of
Jessica Currin, 18, who was black.
Due to pretrial publicity, the trial
was moved to Benton in Marshall
County, which has only 37 black
residents out of a population of
30,125.
Daughaday said he came "pretty close" to putting Mayfield
Assistant Police Chief Tim Fortner
in jail after learning that Adams'
attorney didn't receive 18 audio
and video tapes containing police
interviews until Tuesday, a week
before Adams' trial was scheduled
to start.
The tapes turned over to defense
attorney Renae Tuck included an
interview with a juvenile, who confessed to the crime but was not able
to give Fortner specifics of the
murder.
"It was really nothing, but they
were
entitled
to
that,"
Commonwealth's Attorney David
Hargrove said, adding he didn't
think Former withheld the tapes
intentionally, even though he was
negligent.
"It's not as sinister as it
appears," Hargrove said. "But it
surely looks bad."
Hargrove said he didn't have the
tapes in question, either.
Daughaday said he would have
dismissed the charges with prejudice if he thought Hargrove had
been involved in not turning over
the evidence.
Several times this week, the
judge emphasized that it was
Hargrove's duty to make sure the
defense received all the evidence.
That failure alone would have been
grounds for an appeal, Daughaday
said.
Daughaday expressed disbelief
in court over the problems in the
case. He told members of the
Currin family that they were entitled to closure, but it had to be done
according to the law.
"It's a real tragedy it's going to
have to end like this now," he said.
Adams remains the primary suspect in Currin's death, Hargrove
said. Adams also had been charged
with tampering with physical evidence and abuse of a corpse. He
was in jail on an unrelated drug
conviction when he was indicted in
Currin's death.
Currin's beaten and burned
body was found by a teacher
behind Mayfield Middle School on
Aug. 1, 2000. Police believe her
body was behind the school for
more than 48 hours.
Charges in connection with the
Currin murder against two other
people will airs) be dropped. Carlos
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Battle of the Budget

Educators flock to
fight for funding
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Thousands of educators and supporters swarmed the Capitol's front
lawn Wednesday, clamoring for
additional state money for education.
Despite the state's grim fiscal
outlook, the teachers say legislators must find more money for
school programs and teachers'
wages.
"What we want them to do is
figure out how to pay the bills,"
Susan Perkins Weston, executive
director
of the
Kentucky
Association of School Councils,
told the crowd.
Organizers from the Kentucky
Education Association claimed to
have confirmed more than 21,000
participants. Armed with signs,
their voices and their sheer numbers, ralliers braved the cold and
did their best to get lawmakers'
attention.
KEA members toted bags of
school-funding promotional material for legislators. The goodies
included big, inflatable crayons
and postcards signed by teachers.
All the bags bore a legislator's
name and photo.
Jeannie Lane, who lives in
Anderson County but teaches
kindergarten at Collins Lane
Elementary in Frankfort, drew
Rep. Jack Coleman, D-Burgin, her
own legislator.
Lane said she personally favors
raising the "sin taxes" on cigarettes
and alcohol, plus belt tightening
elsewhere. "Before any single
teacher loses his or her job, every
department in the state ought to
look at who's expendable," Lane
said.
Republican Rep. Dwight Butler
of Harned said he was gratified by
the crowd and that he had feared
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Hospital's
expansion plans
have options
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Plans have been almost totally
scratched for the hospital's expansion project.
The Murray Calloway County
Hospital Planning Committee met
Wednesday to discuss different proposals reviewed at an earlier architects meeting, which could result in
a completely different design.
Hospital President/CEO Isaac
Coe and Mark Thompson, vice president of professional services,
explained that after discussing three
different options with the architects,
the best possible solution, because
of convenience and finances, would
be to build a new facility on the current hospital site.
Coe said the group looked at
building a completely new hospital
on a new site, constructing a new
building on the current site, and the
original proposal of renovating the
current building.
At a previous Board of
Commissioners meeting, Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins said an interested individual
was willing to donate the land the
hospital would need if it would
build a new facility.
Coe said he was very flattered
with the land donation on the South
end of Murray, which he Said was
made by Howard Brandon, however
it might not be feasible.
Thompson explained that construction costs of a brand new facility would be $60 million; however

this does not
eler
include relok
cating facilities
located next to
the current site,
such as the
cancer center
and
the
Medical Arts
Building. He
said it could
cost up to $80
Co.
million
to
include the relocation of the buildings to the new site.
"We should extend our gratitude
to Howard Brandon for this contribution," Coe said.
Thompson also said there were
some glitches in the renovation plan
originally slated for the hospital.
What was to cost only $32 million
in construction costs, has now
increased to $40 million.
"To be able to fix the surgery
area, we would have to build three
more rooms," he said.
He said the hospital would have
to cut back on some of the improvement projects they intended, like the
emergency room and radiopulmonology.
He also said construction was to
take longer than originally planned.
"Our gut is none of that is acceptable," Thompson said.
The third option, which
Thompson said was most logical, is
to build a new building in the west
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Nominating group
discusses MCCH
House budget bill shifts funds, board positions

•See Page 2

PATTI LONGMIRE/AP Photo

RALLYING THE TROOPS ... Educators Marti NewcombThompson, center left, and Norah Perry, center right, of South
Oldham High School,oppose budget cuts in education during a
rally at the Capitol building in Frankfort, Ky. Wednesday.

uses savings wherever found
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
budget bill approved by the House
appropriations
committee
Wednesday balances without higher
taxes by shifting tens of millions of
dollars and using savings where
they can be found.
It proposes tVold education,
corrections and hgnan services at
no worse than current levels, then
cut everything else in the executive
branch by 2.6 percent through fiscal
year 2004.
All told, the executive branch
budget would shift about $119 million that its daters found around
state government. It also would take
money from some programs and put
off paying the bills for others.
For example, it would take $9.7
million from elsewhere in the
Cabinet for Families and Children
and direct it to child care subsidies.
It also would ensure 250 additional
slots for "community living" services for the mentally retarded.
"As a general strategy, there
were areas of the budget we tried to
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$500,000 less per year for a trust
fund that underwrites housing for
We're talking
the poor.
If enacted, the budget would codabout a Band-Aid over a
ify Gov. Paul Patton's moratorium
malignancy.
on personal service contracts — an
object of criticism by Republicans,
— Rep. Jim Wayne especially in the Senate.
Contracts now total about $357
13-Louisville million per year. Agencies could
have protected," said the chairman award no more during the current
of the Appropriations and Revenue fiscal year, which ends June 30, and
Committee, Rep. Harry Moberly of contract spending would have to be
Richmond. "This is one of those reduced by $75 million the followareas."
ing year.
The opening of two juvenile jusMoberly, the committee chairtice centers in Fayette and Boyd man, said the reduction will force
counties would be delayed, saving government agencies to be choosier
$1.1 million. And a program under about their spending.
which prison inmates can take comThe budget also would allow
munity college courses would be state employees to be furloughed —
cut, saving $6.5 million this year put on unpaid leave — but not laid
and next.
off. It also would require terminaTen million dollars would be tion of 50 of state government's 170
transferred from the state's highway "principal assistants," all of whom
construction fund to the Kentucky are political hires, by June 30. One
State Police. In addition, $2.5 mil- hundred more nonmerit employees
lion from unclaimed lottery win- would have to be eliminated in
nings would be requisitioned for the
state's General Fund, leaving

77
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
There are three slots available on
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners.
To prepare filling these slots, representatives from the city, county,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce and hospital met
Tuesday morning to discuss applicants.
Nineteen people throughout the
county applied for the three positions — one for the city and two for
the county — which included
Thomas B. Auer, Althia Caldwell,
Ronald Churchill Jr., Hollis Clark,
Bill J. Crass, Thomas Ewing, Rick
Harris, Rick Lampkin, Michael I.
Lovins, Amos McCarty Jr., Hal
Edward Nance, Jack D. Rose.
Edward Shiners, Charles H.
Walston, Sharon M. Wells, Joseph
C. Wright, Dewey Yeatts, John
Albert Youngerman and Budl E.
Stalls Jr.
Before the voting began, board
chairman Scott Seiber announced
that Harris would be removed from
the voting list. Harris is a city
employee and is ineligible, according to the bylaws.
Members of the nominating committee voted nine candidates as the
most qualified. Votes were totaled
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and, because of a tie, 10 were given
to Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins and Murray
Mayor Tom Rushing to select and
take back to their elected representatives for appointment.
The only candidate who is running as an incumbent on the board is
Walston, an appointee of the city.
Seieber explained that if Walston is
voted back into the top nine, he will
automatically go to the city's list of
nominees because he is an incumbant of the city.
The previous year, the mayor and
Judge-Executive drew names from a
container for possible appointees.
Seiber said he knows there is some
disagreement throughout the county
over people who live in the city limits being appointed to the board by
the county, which made him unsure
about a blind drawing.
Elkins said he felt the fairest way
would be to take the entire list of
candidates to the court for approval
by the Fiscal Court. "I believe the
elected representatives should be
making those decisions," he said.
MCCH Chief of Staff Casey
Hines disagreed. Hines said he felt
as health care officials and representatives, they could best determine
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TownCrier

School funding lawsuit dismissal sought

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• Murray School Superintendent Dale Reid and Murray State
University Dr. King Alexander will hold a press conference Friday, Feb
14, at 4 p.m in the Murray High School cafeteria, presenting a local
impact of proposed budget cuts to education. All interested parties are
invited.
• The next meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Park Board will
be Monday. Feb. 17, at 6 p.m. at the Chamber of Commerce's
Commerce Centre. Committee reports will deal with hiring a marketing/special events coordinator. plus Youth Sports Association and
Playhouse in the Park.
• The Community Healthcare Foundation board will meet Monday.
Feb. 24, at 1:30 p.m in the conference room at 1003 Poplar St. Up for
discussion are matters regarding new foundation chairs and donation
determinations for upcoming capital projects

•Educators.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. but equally important, from the burPaul Patton and legislative leaders dens and distractions inherent in
have asked that a lawsuit over civil litigation," Williams, a
school funding be dismissed.
Burkesville
Republican,
and
Senate President David L. Richards, a Bowling Green
Williams and House Speaker Jody Democrat who is running for goverRichards said the Kentucky nor, said in a motion to dismiss the
Constitution gives them immunity lawsuit filed this week in Franklin
from such suits when acting in their County Circuit Court.
official capacities.
Williams and Richards were
"In recognizing the applicability responding to a lawsuit brought by
of the (Constitution) to civil actions, 16 south-central Kentucky schoolthe courts seek to protect legislators children and their parents.
not only from the threat of liability,
Patton said in a separate response
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From Front
the cold would keep many away.
"It just underscores the point we
already know but it needs to be
heard — our teachers are underpaid," Butler said in an interview.
"If anyone doesn't know it now, this
will drive the point home to them."
Gov. Paul Patton issued a statement in support teachers. He said
since 1990, Kentucky's schools
have improved despite having some
of the lowest paid teachers in the
nation.
"I'm proud of what our teachers
have accomplished since the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
was passed in 1990," Patton said.
"Twelve years ago we asked them to
do the impossible and they responded."
Following the nearly two-hour
rally, the mammoth group circled
the Capitol to send lawmakers a
final message. "Legislators are people who count votes, and I think
they're impressed by numbers,- said
Jon Henrikson, a former KEA presi-

that he should not be named in the
lawsuit, that the issues raised in it
should be settled by the governor
and the General Assembly and not
the courts, and that he denies the
allegations made by the students in
the lawsuit about school funding.
The lawsuit against the General
Assembly and Patton, filed last
month, argued that the state's system of funding schools was unconstitutional.
It asks the court to declare the
state funding system for schools

Murray man arrested in stabbing incident
dent who lives at Blackey in Letcher
County.
Not all the marchers were teachers. Pam Frink, mother of a firstgrader at Moyer Elementary in Fort
Thomas, carried a sign reading:
"I'm here representing 23 teachers
who are teaching my children
today."
The school's principal, Dan
Hamilton, said the district has been
delaying maintenance and scrimping on supplies to save money. Next
would be personnel cuts, he said,
and Fort Thomas voters will make a
critical decision on March 4 in an
election for a special tax levy.
One man, Daniel Clemens,
donned a sign that read, "Will Work
for Food." The 26-year-old psychology teacher at Bullitt East High
School in Mount Washington said
the sign is not far from reality when
considering what he pays for graduate school classes and other bills.
"Young teachers with families
can't make it in this state," hesaid.
"My sign's true. I will work for
food."

•House ...
From Front
December.
The committee's vote to approve the bill was unanimous, though one
legislator was outspokenly unhappy about it.
"We're talking about a Band-Aid over a malignancy," said Rep. Jim
Wayne, D-Louisville, who had expressed a preference for a tax increase.
"We know tax modernization is a must. We had a chance to start that here.
... The majority has chosen not to do that."
Moberly said the budget was the best attainable under the circumstances
— a short, off-year legislative session that was not designed for budget
action. The legislature is only rushing toward a budget because it failed to
enact one in its regular session last year.
"A short session is not the time," Moberly said. Any attempt to raise
taxes "has to be thoroughly explained to the people. ... We will demonstrate
we have taken all the waste out of state government."
The legislation is House Bill 269.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man has been arrested for a stabbing incident that occurred in Marshall County last week.
Paul Ray Erwin, 42, was arrested Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. by Kentucky State Police on a charge of seconddegree assault. Erwin was lodged in the Marshall
County Detention Center.
KSP was informed of a stabbing incident on

Possible phone
scam reported
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Office has received a report of a
possible scam.
The sheriff's office received one
call Wednesday about the possible
scam. The caller told the sheriff's
office that a female caller had told
them she was collecting money for
a new fire house.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
said the caller did not represent
them, and the Murray Fire
Department said they had no
knowledge of the call being made.
Calloway County Sheriff Larry
Roberts said the call was definitely
false.
"As far as I know, that's the only
call we've gotten on that," Roberts
said. "If we get more, it'll definitely be a concern because it's a
scam."
Roberts urged anyone who
received any similar calls to contact
the sheriff's office at 753-3151,
"People don't need to be getting
ripped off," he said. "There's plenty
of good causes out there, but some
people just like to take advantage of
people's generosity sometimes."
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Palestine Church Road in Aurora last Friday at 12:40
a.m. Upon arrival, KSP Trooper Russell Boyd spoke
with the victim, 32-year-old Kenneth Myers of Aurora.
Myers told Boyd he was at a party in Aurora and was
stabbed in the mouth after refusing to drive a friend
home. Myers was then taken to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, where he was treated and released.
The Murray Police Department assisted KSP with
Erwin's arrest. An investigation is continuing by
Trooper Boyd.

FireLog
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Five trucks and 15 firefighters responded to a report of a house fire at
1245 Charlie Miller Road this morning at 12:38 a.m. A spokesperson for
CCFR said the fire was put out, but the house was ruled to be a total loss
because of extensive fire and smoke damage. CCFR personnel returned
to the scene at approximately 5:30 a.m this morning after the fire rekindled. The spokesperson said the owners of the home, who were unidentified, escaped uninjured.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Chemical weapons at Kentucky
depot set to be neutralized
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
523 tons of chemical weapons being
stored at the Bluegrass Army Depot
will be destroyed but not incinerated, U.S. Department of Defense
officials said Wednesday.
Instead, the weapons will be neutralized through a chemical process.
Building the necessary facilities and
eliminating the chemicals is expected to take at least 12 years and cost
about $2 billion, depot spokesman
Dave Easter said.
"As a military force. I don't think
the U.S. needs them," Easter said.
The U.S. must dispose of its
chemical weapons as part of an
international treaty by the year

,e-

side of the hospital. It would be three stories tall and
house departments such as the emergency room, surgery, outpatient, radiology, labor/delivery and others.
The project would take 24-26 months to complete
and construction would cost $32 million.
"This is the first step of building a whole new facility on this site" Coe said.
Construction could begin on the rest of the hospital
in 10 years. He also said when most of the departments

move to the new building, there will be quite a bit of
empty space.
If the hospital creates any new services, or needs to
expand, the space will then be available.
The main problem they can already anticipate is
parking. However, he said it will get rid of the confusing maze of services within the old building.
-Almost everything that is part of that maze goes to
the new building," Coe said.
Coe stressed this design will continue to be examined before any decisions were made.

•Murder ... •Positions ...
From Front

From Front

Saxton, 22, of Mayfield, had been
charged with complicity, and a
juvenile, had been charged with
hindering prosecution and apprehension, and criminal facilitation to
commit murder.
The juvenile is not the same one
who had confessed to the murder.

who was best qualified for the board before names are presented to the fiscal court and city council.
"I believe it is up to us to choose who's most qualified and submit those
names. If those are not acceptable, then we'll send more names," he said.
Walston was one of the final 10 and was automatically sent to the city
for consideration. The city also chose Clark and Caldwell. The county
chose Shiners, Wright, Yeatts, Rose, Lovins, and Ewing.
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2012, Easter said.
Easter said the chemicals, which
include two types of nerve agents
and a blistering agent, are "humangrade pesticides."
The chemical weapons being
stored at the depot date back to the
1940s and account for about 2 percent of the nation's stockpile, he
said.
The chemicals will be neutralized through a process call "supercritical water oxidation." Easter
likened the process to a large pressure cooker that heats the chemicals
in oxygenated water until their
molecular structure is changed.

III Hospital ...
From Front
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unconstitutional, to force the legislature to pass a budget with school
funding that is equal among districts
and adequate to provide a proper
education and to monitor implementation of a new funding system.
In a landmark 1985 case brought
by the Council for Better Education
against the state, the state Supreme
Court declared the state school system unconstitutional.
That decision led to the 1990
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
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Powell to confront
critics of war with Iraq
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Secretary of State Colin Powell says
he intends to ask
and
France
Germany
whether they are
opposing war
with Iraq in
order to get
President
Saddam Hussein
"off the hook."
The
conPowell
frontations are
set for Friday in
New York when chief U.N.
weapons inspectors Hans Blix and
Mohamed ElBaradei report on
searches that have not turned up
what the Bush administration has
characterized as hundreds of concealed and illicit biological and
chemical weapons.
U.S. and Russian officials on

Wednesday said international missile experts this week did find that
an Iraqi missile exceeds the maximum 93-mile range allowed under
U.N. resolutions. U.S. Ambassador
John Negroponte said it was now up
to Blix to recommend what to do
about the violation.
In the meantime, Powell and
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rurnsfeld are pressing for congressional support for action against
Iraq. Powell planned a third consecutive day of testimony, this time
before
Budget
the
Senate
Committee. Rumsfeld was testifying at a Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing.
In addition, Turkey's foreign
minister, Yasar Yakis, was holding
talks in Washington on basing
American troops in Turkey for use
against Iraq.
And Sen. Joseph Lieberman, DConn., asked President Bush to consider convening debtor and donor

Lonferences to pay 101 1 smooth,
post-Saddam transition.
In a letter to the president,
Lieberman said he was "in full
agreement that we must put an end
to the threat that Saddam Hussein
and his regime in Iraq pose to the
U.S., the region and our allies."
With debate on a new U.N. resolution due next week in the 15member Security Council, Powell
told a House committee the United
States was expecting support from
several nations, including Spain and
Italy.
Not among them, at this point,
are France, Germany, Russia and
China. The French, Chinese and
Russians have veto power. Russian
President Vladimir Putin, in France,
reiterated his opposition to using
force to ensure that Iraq is rid of
weapons of mass destruction, and
repeated a warning thai Russia
could use its veto in the Security
Council to oppose such action.

China may be last hope for nuclear-free Korea
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Bush administration is sibility. But how to, and when, I think we need some
concerned that its goal of a
consultation" among members
denuclearized North Korea may
of the U.N. Security Council.
not be possible unless China
Since North Korea's uraniuses diplomatic leverage to
um-based nuclear program was
force a retreat by Pyongyang.
first disclosed last October,
As intelligence officials told
China has made clear that it
Congress that North Korea has
opposes the existence ot
missiles capable of reaching the
nuclear weapons on the peninwestern United States, Secretary
sula.
of State Colin Powell said
The next venue for the
Wednesday that China accounts
Korea drama is expected to be
for 80 percent of the foreign
the Security Council. The
assistance
International Atomic Energy
Korea
North
receives.
AP Photo Agency dispatched the issue to
Testifying before the House KEEPING GUARD ... North, center, and the council on Wednesday after
International
Relations South Korean soldiers stand at the truce declaring the North to be in vioCommittee, Powell said, "We village of Panmunjom in the demilita- lation of its commitments under
are pressing China with this rized zone, north of Seoul, today.
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
case."
treaty. That step could lead to
China's U.N. Ambassador Wang Yingfan said international sanctions against the North but the Bush
Wednesday:"We have to handle this. That's our respon- administration has yet to take a stand on that

CHARLES REX AHEIC)6AST/AP Photo

READY TO MOVE OUT ... Army Specialist Robert Rottiers from Riverside, Calif., assigned to the
101st Airborne Division Air Assault, guides a five-ton trunk down several flatbead rail cars as the
division prepares to deploy overseas at Fort Campbell, Ky., Wednesday.

Kentucky poll: More than two-thirds support U.S. action in Iraq
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — More than
The number supporting military action,
two-thirds of Kentuckians surveyed in a 69 percent, is up from September, when a
new poll favor U.S. military action in Iraq, similar poll showed 64 percent favoring miland three-fourths of those think the United itary action.
States should attack even if Great Britain is
The Courier-Journal's Bluegrass Poll
the only major ally who supports such a war. questioned 804 adults Feb. 5 through

Monday. The poll has a margin of error of
plus or minus 3.5 percentage points.
President Bush's approval rating slid
again among_Kentuckians, according to the
poll. The newspaper published the results
today.

Bush's approval rating was 68 percent,
the poll showed. That was down from 87
percent in March 2002 and 77 percent in
October 2002.
At the same time, those who feel the
country is on the wrong track has increased

to 53 percent.
The poll also indicated the sluggish economy continued to concern Kentuckians,
who said it ought to be a higher priority than
the war on terrorism or possible action
against Iraq.
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$100 million in total
assets, that is!
Thanks to our loyal customers for voting
The Murray Bank the #1 Bank in Calloway Countl
and helping us reach this signcant milestone!
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'Paul Revere's
Ride'(Updated)
If Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
were writing today, perhaps he
might update his classic poem,"Paul
Revere's Ride":
my
Listen
children and you
shall hear
Of the terrorist threats both
far and near
In the year of
our Lord two
thousand and
three,
Cal's
Comes a new
Thoughts threat not only
By Lai Thomas
by land, but by
Syndicated
air
and by sea.
Columnist
The rider Tom
Ridge and the
president, too,
Warn of coming disaster for me
and for you
We'd use lanterns to hang if we
just had enough
But the threats are so many we'd
run out ofshe
Now,instead of the lamps Revere
said he would hang in Boston's Old
North Church in April, 1775, to
warn of the approaching British, we
use color codes and are warned to be
"alert."
Why is this happening to
America? Didn't we recently free a
sizable portion of the world from the
grip of communism? Are not thousands of our young men buried at
Normandy and the names of others
carved on the Vietnam Memorial in
Washington for paying the highest
price and bearing the ultimate burden in the service of other people's
freedom and humanity?
Have we not transferred trillions
of dollars in aid and trade to other
nations, and would do so to those in
the Middle East if they would live in
peace with us and their neighbors?
What other nation rebuilds and
reconciles with its enemies like the
United States? Radical Islamists
claim the United States oppresses
Muslims around the world, but this
is a clever lie to divert the attention
of the oppressed from their real
oppressors — political and religious
dictators who wish to remain in
power and have access to life's
goodies. while denying the same to
others in order to keep them under
their control.
They add to their oppression a
vision of an angry. vengeful God
who needs corrupt human beings to
impose his will by force and to murder anyone who can be labeled an
"infidel," which is to say everyone
— even Muslims who do not sub-

scribe to their doctrine of serial
assassinations, terrorism and the
dehumanizing of women.
Some worry of a "wider war" it
we attack Iraq. We are already in
that wider war. The question is, will
we recognize it now, or will we be
forced to realize it later after more ot
us are killed?
If a killer is coming after you, it's
better to intercept him before he gets
to your door.
This war will not be settled by
diplomats or friendly persuasion. It
will not be won with promises of
aid. The people who hate us have
been whipped into frenzy by Arab
and Muslim "educators," editorial
writers, cartoomists, political leaders and clergy whose venom is as
poisonous to the mind and spirit as
the ricin they are producing in clandestine labs to use against us.
How much more must we tolerate
before we strike at the evil coming
from abroad and root out the dangers among us? No more, says the
Bush administration as it contemplates expansion of the USA Patriot
Act to allow the government broad
new powers to increase domestic
intelligence-gathering and surveillance.
This may the most difficult war
we have ever fought, because the
front line is less on a foreign battlefield than it is in our will.
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— Belgium to block a request by
For a few, no amount of dead Already at odds with the United Turkey for NATO war supplies to
Americans will be enough to war- Nations, the Bush administration help deter a possible retaliatory
rant an all-out war abroad and
now finds itself attack from neighboring Iraq.
resolving the problem at home. But
quarreling with
President Bush's spokesman, Ari
for the vast majority, who may soon
the Fleischer. called it a setback for
NATO,
see — if there are more terrorist
Western alliance NATO and for Turkey, the only
attacks —just how serious the threat
the United States Muslim member of the 19-nation
to our way of life has become, we
has always dom- alliance, but "a setback that the presare going to have to rally ourselves
inated. Snubs ident believes will be overcome."
as our ancestors did during the
from
France,
It comes as anti-war opposition
American Revolution.
Germany
and and anti-American sentiment spread
As Longfellow described those
Belgium have throughout 'Europe. "Nothing today
times and the "spirit of alarm" conWashington riled U.S. poli- justifies war." French President
veyed by Paul Revere: "to every
Today
cy-makers and Jacques Chirac asserted.
Middlesex village and farm/A cry of
By Tom Raum raised
fresh
France also has threatened to
AP Writer
defiance, and not of fear."
questions on war block U.S. war plans on the U.N.
Will the people "waken and listen
preparations and Security Council where it holds veto
to hear"? We are about to find out in
goals.
power. Russia, which also holds a
this Code Orange (high condition)
The adminis- Security Council veto, has joined
age in which we live.
tration insists its escalating course with France and Germany in calling
on Iraq is the right one. But some for extending weapons inspections
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours" analysts and critics suggest. the in Iraq
and delaying war.
on Fox News Channel Saturdays at United States could defeat Iraq miliIgnoring the widening U.S.II p.m. ET Direct all MAILfor Cal tarily only at the expense of poisonEuropean rift, the administration
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services, ing vital trans-Atlantic relations.
pressed ahead Tuesday in further
435 N. Michigan Aye, Suite 1500,
"We cannot run NATO this way, building its case for war, citing a
Chicago, III. 60611. Readers may with allies plotting against allies. We
new audio tape purported to be of
also
leave
at must get the alliance back on the Osama
e-mail
bin Laden as evidence of
wwwcalthomas.cotn.
firm footing of common goals and links between the suspected Sept. 11
© 2003 TRIBUNE MEDIA mutual
respect."
Sen.
Joe terror leader and Iraq. The voice on
SERVICES, INC. Lieberman, D-Conn., said Tuesday
the tape called on Iraqis to carry out
as NATO ambassadors in Brussels, suicide attacks against Americans
Belgium, failed to break the dead- and defend themselves against a
lock.
U.S. attack.
The latest dispute involves
The NATO deadlock has dealt a
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.).
efforts by France, Germany and heavy blow to the 53-year old
301 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

Could U.S. be wrong, critics right?

Our Elected Officials

Germany boggles the mind. If it
were not for the heroism of
American soldiers during the
Second World War, Hitler's Third
Reich would be in its eighth
decade," said Rep. Tom Lantos of
California, the top Democrat on the
House International Relations
Committee.
At a Senate hearing Tuesday,
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.. told
Secretary of State Colin Powell that
"all this big talk, braggadocio" by
the president "frightens the international community, much less some
here in this country."
Powell insisted the United States
was not putting its international
alliances in jeopardy. "We're not
breaking up the alliance," he said,
noting a vast majority of NATO supports the United States on Iraq.
But Michele Flournoy, a senior
adviser with the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, said it is
"imperative that we build a stronger
international coalition over the next
several weeks. The downside risks
of going to war without that are substantial."
Tom Raum has covered national
and international affairs for The
Associated Press since 1973.

Presidential hopeful list may soon grow

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.senjackson.com
1-800-372-7181
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Publisher

alliance and represents the sharpest
trans-Atlantic feud since Egyptian
President Gamal Abdel-Nasser
nationalized the Suez Canal in 1956.
The Eisenhower administration,
breaking with Britain and France,
opposed the use of force to reopen it.
Britain and France, aligned with
Israel. went to war anyway. This
time it is Britain and the United
States pressing for the use of force
in the Middle East.
"I think in the short term. the
United States is in the stronger position. It can accomplish its military
goals without German and French
help," said Michael Mandelbaum, a
foreign policy professor at Johns
Hopkins University and author of
the book,"The Ideas that Conquered
the World."
"The downside is that the task of
reconstructing Iraq once the United
States has inherited responsibility
for it could be long, difficult and
expensive. International support at
that point is indispensable,"
Mandelbaum said.
Many Democrats and GOP moderates, including critics of a rush to
war, are finding themselves in a
predicament
not wanting to
appear unpatriotic if war begins and
annoyed at some of the European
reaction.
"The ingratitude of the governments of Belgium, France and

ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher Emeritus
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Democratic
presidential field consists of a half-dozen candidates now, but that group could grow by at least
three or four in the coming weeks — to a number
veteran political observers say wouldn't be
unusual for a year when there is no clear frontrunner.
Ohio Rep. Dennis Kucinich and former Illinois
Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun are expected to
announce their decision in the next week, associates say, which would make them eligible to
deliver a formal address at the Democratic
National Committee meeting in Washington Feb.
20-22. Only those candidates who have
announced their intentions in a public forum and
made plans to form an exploratory committee are
allowed to speak, Democratic officials say.
Florida Sen. Bob Graham plans to file papers
launching a presidential campaign in the next two
or three weeks to begin raising money, according
to close associates, but he has put off a final decision on whether to seek the nomination until after
he recuperates from heart surgery.
Former Coldrado Sen. Gary Hart is traveling
around the country delivering policy speeches as
he mulls over whether to run. Delaware Sen. Joe
Biden hasn't ruled out a bid although associates
say he is waiting until the fall to make a decision
while Connecticut Sen. Chris Dodd is still considering his options. Former NATO commander

PoliticalNotebook
Wesley Clark is reportedly keeping an eye on the
race. Democratic activists say, although he carefully avoids discussing his plans in public.
"Since there's no front-runner, lots of people
think 'Why not?'" said Charles Jones, a presidential scholar and professor emeritus at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. "There's nothing lost, particularly at this early stage. in trying
out."
Those already in the race are former Vermont
Gov. Howard Dean, North Carolina Sen. John
Edwards, Missouri Rep. Richard Gephardt,
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry. Connecticut Sen.
Joseph Lieberman and the Rev. Al Sharpton.
Jones said this is a chance for potential candidates to test their appeal, which can be measured
by their ability to raise money and attract talented
staff, adding: "Some will peel off before the primaries."
At least two
and possibly more — of the
Democrats hoping to challenge President Bush
next year are planning to be in Florida to attend
the AFL-CIO's winter meetings later this month.
officials said Wednesday.
Dean and Gephardt will be courting labor
leaders during the AFL-CIO's three-day meeting
at the union-owned Diplomat Hotel and Spa in
Hollywood Beach Feb. 25-27.

Lieberman is planning to visit Florida that
week, but his campaign has not yet finalized
details, spokesman Jano Cabrera said. Edwards is
considering a trip to the meeting, but aides say
final plans haven't been worked out.
The meeting offers the candidates a chance to
appear in a crucial swing state and provides them
with an opportunity to court the labor leaders they
will need during the campaign. Lane Windham,
an AFL-CIO spokeswoman, said the union does
not plan to hold a forum for the candidates during
the private meeting.
Gephardt, who received strong support from
organized labor during his presidential bid in
1988, will address the executive council Feb. 25
in his role as former congressional leader,
Windham said.
Graham is not expected to attend. Physicians
have advised him not to travel until March while
he recovers from heart surgery, spokesman Paul
Anderson said.
Aides to Kerry, who is recovering from
prostate surgery, said it is unlikely he will attend
the meeting. And Sharpton's spokeswoman was
not immediately available to comment.
Associated Press writer Ken Thomas ih Miami
contributed to this notebook.
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Nathan Craig Arnold
Nathan Craig Arnold, 41, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Wednesday,
Feb. 1212003, at noon at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Born Sept. 5, 1961, in Nashville, Tenn., he was the son of Bernard R.
Arnold and Patricia D. Pafford Arnold. One brother-in-law, Tbrry L. Sherron,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gail Sherron Arnold, to whom he was
married Nov. 10, 1984;two sons, Justin Neil Arnold and Steven Tyler Arnold,
both of Murray; his parents, Bernard R. and Patricia D. Arnold, Camden,
Tenn.; one brother, Brian R. Arnold and wife, Suzanne, and two nephews,
Spencer Reid Arnold and Landon Ray Arnold, all of Smyrna,Tenn.; his parents-in-law, Eldridge and Anne Sherron, and brother-inclaw, Leon B.
Sherron. all of Portland, Tenn.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Noveda May Bell
The funeral for Mrs. Noveda May Bell will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.The Rev. Kendrick Lewis
and the Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Music will be by the choir of
Independence United Methodist Church with Patricia Lassiter as director.
Pallbearers will be Steve Bell, Bobby Barron, Tony Barron, Joel Jackson,
Jerry Jackson and Lloyd'Allen. Burial will follow in the Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Bell. 90, Almo, died Tuesday, Feb. 11, 2003, at 3:40 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was married Oct. 30, 1927, to Lee Bell who died April 13, 1976. Born
.July 3, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Tommy
Nanney and Artie Jackson Nanney.
Mrs. Bell was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wanda Freeman and husband,
Milton, Murray; one son, Glen Bell, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Arai Harmon,
Murray; one grandson, Steve Bell and wife, Shelia, and one great-grandson,
Christopher Steven Bell, all of Dyersburg, Tenn.

Edgar M.(Pete) Dick
The funeral for Edgar M.(Pete) Dick is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Curtis Rice is officiating.
Pallbearers are John Hainline, Harold Barnes, Tex Douglas, Ricky
Douglas, Robert Douglas, Richard Dick and Glen Edward Dick. Burial will
follow in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mr. Dick, 72, Mayfield, died Monday, Feb. 10, 2003, at 1:41 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Retired from Circle-K Corporation and the railroad, he was a member of
Farmington Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Virdie Dick Ferguson and Lola
Dick Paoni, and four brothers, George, C.D., Cleveland and James Dick. He
was the son of the late Clarence Dick and Allie Crowder Dick.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Nancy Douglas Dick; one son, Ronald
Lynn Dick, Alexandria, Va.; two sisters, Mrs. Virginia Dick McBee,
Roseville, Mich., and Mrs. Ann Dick Hainline, Cahokia, Ill.; two grandchildren.

Hural C. Byars
Graveside services for Hural C. Byars will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Mt.
Pisgah Cemetery. The Rev. Kenneth Puckett will officiate.
Visitation will be at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah after noon on
Friday.
Mr. Byars, 93, Paducah, died Monday, Feb. 10, 2003, at 8 p.m. at Medco
Nursing Home, Paducah.
Born in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Herman Byars and
Izona Byars. Also preceding him in death were his first wife, Orna Scoggins
Byars, one grandson. Gerry Stewart, one great-granddaughter, and one sister.
Mr. Byars was retired from Southland Dairy and a member of Rosebower
Baptist Church, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Glinda Byars; one daughter, Mrs. Betty
J. Stewart, one son, Bobby Earl Byars, and one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Asher,
all of Paducah; three grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Fort Donelson visitor
center temporarily closes
The Fort Donelson National
Battlefield visitor center will be
closed from March 3-6, 2003. It
will reopen to the public on Friday,
March 7 at 8:30 a.m. The visitor
center will be closed to make infrastructure improvements. Carpeting
will be replaced, the lobby will be
painted and some museum artifacts
will be relocated. The visitor center was constructed .in the early
1960's and this will be the first
rehabilitation in several years. The
visitor center restrooms, park roadways, picnic area and national
cemetery will remain open to the
public.
The battle of Fort Donelson,
along with the actions at Fort Henry
and Heiman, constituted the first
major victory for Union forces in
the Civil War. In 1993, the Civil

War Sites Advisory Commission
listed the battle of Fort Donelson as
one of the most significant battles
of the entire Civil War. The commission identified Fort Donelson as
a Class A battlefield. The identification meant there was a critical
need for nationwide action to preserve, protect and interpret the battlefield. Furthermore, the commission designated the battle as having
Class A military importance
because it had a direct influence on
the course of the Civil War. Few
sites in the nation have such a direct
connection to this national story.
For additional information, visit
park's
website
at
the
www.nps.gov/fodo,
call
or
www.nps.gov/fodo,
Superintendent Richard Hanks at
931-232-5348.

If You Need Health Insurance...
and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides Health insurance for:
• individuals
• Groups
•Self-Employed
•Farmers
• Dependents

• Life Insurance
• Long Term Care Insurance
• Disability Income Insurance
• Medicare Supplements
REL-AIR CENTER• MURRAY

•
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Call Robert BIllinaton

753-051

Sprint.
Two FREE PCS Phones from Sprint

Now, two select $99,99 PCS Phones are free after a $200
rebate from Sprint with activation of two new lines of service.

Cellular Corner
200 South 4th St.
(4th & Maple on the Court Square)
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National registry to block
unwanted telemarketing calls

Deaths
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 13 2003

WASHINGTON (AP)- A national "do-notcall" list intended to help consumers block unwanted telemarketing calls is moving closer to becoming reality and lawmakers say it will likely go into
effect this year.
The House voted 418-7 on Wednesday to allow
the Federal Trade Commission to collect fees from
telemarketers to fund the registry, which will cost
about $16 million in its first year.
"This comes as welcome relief from telemarketers who have interrupted us during dinnertime
far too many times," said Rep. Billy Tauzin, chairman of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee and sponsor of the bill. Tauzin, R-La.,
said "all Americans will have a choice to opt-out of
unwanted telemarketing calls and enjoy a'litfle pa:
vwy at home for a change."
The program will not need separate Senate
approval under an agreement reached late
Wednesday.
Lawmakers agreed to retain a deal in a HouseSenate compromise spending package for this year
that would approve money for the do-not-call list
without the need for additional legislation, said
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.
"We have ensured that this sensible, consumer
protection registry will become a reality this year,"

Offer_ ends 311103 Sailed to credit approval Sevings may not exceed purchase price of phone $150 termination and
$3409 activation fee apply Depending on credit prepayment a 9125 or 1250 deposit may apply In certain affeiate mar,
tie/s. rebate terms may vary based no mall history Restrictions ply See in-s ore matenais for details

Telemarketers say the registry will devastate
their business, endangering millions of jobs and
sending ripples through the economy. The Direct
Marketing Association, an industry group, filed a
lawsuit against the FTC last month on grounds the
registry unlawfully restricts free speech.
Consumer groups and many lawmakers say the
registry has overwhelming support from the public
who are fed up with unwanted telemarketing calls.
In introducing the legislation, Tauzin said, "If
anyone holds this legislation up, we're prepared to
give out their home phone numbers."
Consumers could enroll in the free service via
the Internet or a toll-free number. Telemarketers
would have to check the lisi every three months to
find out who does not want to be called. Those who
call listed people could be fined up to $11,000 for
each violation.
Charities, surveys and calls on behalf of politicians would be exempt.
The FTC has limited authority to police telemarketing calls from certain industries, including
airlines, banks and telephone companies. The
Federal Communications Commission, which
oversees calls made by those industries, has been
working with the FTC and is considering adding its
clout to the program.

Bush Medicaid plan comes under Democratic fire
WASHINGTON (AP)- House cut these People from Medicaid if
Democrats castigated President they want to, though they are
Bush's plan to give states massive required to cut all people in a parnew power over their Medicaid pro- ticular group or to cut a particular
grams, saying it would jeopardize benefit for all participants.
basic benefits and protections built
-We're trying to give them
into the health program for the poor. (states) flexibility," he said. "We're
Some Republicans spoke in trying to find a way to keep them
favor of the plan, but a hearing (beneficiaries) covered."
Wednesday at the House Commerce
For example, under Bush's proCommittee made it plain the presi- posal, states could require patients
dent will face a battle trying to get it to share more of the cost by adding
enacted.
copayments or deductibles. They
Rep. Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio, could limit the nurnber of emersaid the plan "displays a remarkable gency room visits and cap enrollindifference" to people who rely on ment in the program. They could
Medicaid and says states should be offer a benefit in one part of the
wary of agreeing to the program state and not another.
that would cap federal spending
As an enticement to join, particieach year. Under current law, the pating states would get extra federfederal government matches what al money in the next few years states spend on the program, no though their payments would rise at
matter what the cost.
a slower rate in later years to make
"With all due respect, that's a up for it. Bush is proposing an extra
fool's bargain," said Brown, the top $3.25 billion next year and $12.7
Democrat on the Commerce billion over seven years, with proCommittee's health panel.
jected federal spending dropping by
"It's like pushing a boat with equal measure the following three
children in it out into the ocean." years.
• Further enticement: Participating
said Rep. Anna Eshoo, D-Calif.
Health and Human Services states could spend less of their own
Secretary
Tommy
Thompson money each year an attractive
defended the plan, noting it would notion for states struggling with
be optional for states and would not severe budget deficits.
affect the poorest Americans, whom
The change would affect people
states must serve through Medicaid. who are added to Medicaid at state
Rather, it would affect only those option, as well as optional state
added to the program at state
option, mostly people living just
above the poverty line. Under current law, Thompson said, states can

benefits such as prescription drugs,
dental and vision care and some
services for the elderly. Any of
these could be limited under the
proposed program.
Much of Wednesday's discussion concerned whether the program could be considered a block

grant. The term is generally applied
to programs that give states get a
pre-established pot of money to
spend as they see fit with few
strings from Washington, though
it's a loaded term because it conjures up controversial programs of
the past.

40
This Valentine's Day 410
give a relaxing, healthy gift
of a deluxe one hour massage!
q. Plus we will mail it for you in a
beautiful rose embossed
gift certificate!
‘11111F Do it today!
Call Sheila, Holly or Lesa at

BODY HAVEN Therapeutic Massage
local at 767-0045 or visit at Country Square on
visa Hwy 121 N just past Lowe's in Murray.
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Calloway County Lumber Co.

Read All About It!
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

Dim Jones Ind. Avg.....7717.72 - 40.45
Air Products
40.05 - 0.03
Anthem
54.14 - 0.07
AOC Time Warner
10.25 - 0.02
AT&T
17.55 - 0.06
Bell South
22.14 - 0.31
Briggs & Stratton
39.45 + 0.16
Bristol Myers Squibb 22.72 - 0.44
Caterpillar
41.86 - 0.18
Chevron Texaco Corp. ..62.92 - 0.16
Daimler Chrysler
28.95 + 0.13
Dean Foods
.39.92 + 1.80
Exxon-Mobil
32.65 - 0.05
Ford Motor
8.60 - 0.15
General Electric ..........22.07 - 0.18
General Motors...
33.79 - 0.23
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 36.03 + 0.17
Goodrich
16.61 - 0.09
Goody ear
3.96 - 0.06
HopFed Banc*
13.56 B 13.80 A
1BM
75.99 .0.51
Ingersoll Rand
36.77 + 0.07
Intel
15.29 +0.14
Kroger
13.73 + 0.02
Mattel
20.46 .0.05
McDonalds
13.65 - 0.18
Merck
52.67 - 0.68
Microsoft
46.49 + 0.05
JC Penney
17.91 - 0.32
Pepsico Inc.
18.35 - 0.06
Pfizer, Inc.
28.56 - 0.19
Schering-Plough
18.07 + 0.02
Sears
21.51 + 0.01
Union Planters
26.98 - 0.01
US Bancorp
20.08
+ 0.08
.
UST
28.20 - 0.29
Wal-Mart
47.34 - 0.51
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information

753-5053

Hollings said. He helped deselop the agreement
that allows the FTC to begin building the do-notcall program when the $397 billion spending bill
becomes law.
If Congress approves funds for this year, the donot-call list could begin operation by summer.
The registry's future began to appear uncertain
late Monday when Republican leaders sought to
change language in the spending bill to require separate Senate approval, Hollings said. The extra step
could have led to delays jeopardizing funds for the
registry this year, he said.
Hollings and 'several consumer groups objected
to the changes.
Nick Smith, a spokesman for Senate Majority
12à&r Bill Frist, R-Tenn.. said there "is no doubt
that Sen. Frist supports the do-not-call list and
hopes that we can complete action by the end of the'
week."
The Bush administration, in a statement before
the House vote, supported the bill and the creation
of a registry.
The do-not-call bill, which authorizes the FTC
to collect fees from telemarketers beginning this
year and through 2007, has been the focus of
intense lobbying by the telemarketing industry and
consumer groups.

Available
Upon Request

41
.
;°)
HIWARD

DONS
SINCE 54194

Our Best Investment Is You.
4J.IL INK all Lem Ivie.•Muds MR seel$,C

Each day in
the Murray
Ledger &
Times, you
can get
local news
and sports!

Paint, Hardware, Storm Doors, Roof Vents,
Tables, Display Racks, Desks, Office Fixtures.
Some Lumber Left, 10" Table Saw With Joiner
1-1/2 Ton Chevy, 94 F150 Pickup

204 North 4th Street • 753-5833

TOM'S GRILLE
1501 N. 12th St. • 753-4521

cOafentine's DaT Specials
THURSDAY'S
EARLY BIRD

FRIDAY'S
•

VALENTINE'S
SPECIAL

VALENTINE'S
SPECIAL
4:00 - 10:00 pm

4:00 - 9:00 PM

7 oz. Lobster Tail with 6
oz Filet Mignon

10 oz. New York Strip
with Grilled Shrimp
served with 1 side item

'20"
or

1399
or

12oz Roasted
Prime Rib

Chicken

'14"

Florentine Pasta
$999

both served with
twice-baked potato
& choice of House
or Caesar Salad

both served with
choice of House or
Caesar Salad

Ask about Our Specially Wines, Cocktaits & Desserts
$A
X

MARGARITA SPECIAL
Lime or Strawberry, on the rocks or frozen

$4
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111
Service Learning Workshop March 10
The American Humanics pro- when they have the opportunity
gram, the Department of Wellness make a difference with their efforts.
In addition, various aspects of
and Therapeutic Science, and the
College of Health Sciences and the new MSU Service Learning
Human Services at Murray State Scholarship program will be disUniversity will sponsoring a cussed during the workshop.
Each workshop participant will
Service Learning Workshop for
MSU faculty members on Monday. receive a service learning manual
March 10, from 3:15 to 5:15 p.m. in and the first 150 faculty members
the Ohio room of the Curris Center. who incorporate an aspect of servThe workshop is funded by a ice learning into their classroom
grant from the W.K. Kellogg will receive a $200 stipend.
This workshop will be limited to
Foundation.
first 30 applicants. To register,
the
Service Learning is a pedagogiDr. Kelly Roger at 762-3144.
call
meaningconnects
that
cal method
For faculty members or students
ful community service with academic learning, personal growth who would like more information
on the program on the Service
and civic responsibility.
Studies indicate that students Learning Scholars program that will
learn better and feel better when begin in fall of 2003, call Dr. Roger
they see theories work in reality and Weirs at 762-3808.

Valentine's Day concert
features Bates and Taylor

Engagement

Kay Gardner Bates and Marie Taylor will present
a special Valentine "Pops" Concert on Friday, Feb.
14, at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Bates is an associate professor of vocal music,and
Taylor, retired professor of keyboard music, are celebrating 25 years of performing classical,sacred and
pop concerts throughout the state and region.
Also featured will be Sonya Baker, soprano, and
Randall Black, tenor, both members of the MSU
music department faculty who have performed
Jo's
extensively throughout this country and Europe.
Admission is $5 for adults and free for students.
Datebook
is a suggested donation as all proceeds will supBurkeen
This
By Jo
port MSU Department of Music student scholarCommunity
Editor
ships.

Chandler visiting here today

Ben Chandler, candidate for governor, and his running mate for lieutenant governor,.Charlie Owen, will be at the ground floor entrance of
Murray State University Regional Special Events Center today, Feb. 13, at
3 p.m. The two candidates are making a swing through West Kentucky.

ServiceNews
NORFOLK, Va. - Navy Petty
Officer 3rd Class Brian E.
Buhmann, son of Sheila Rogers of
1500 Coach Estates, Murray, Ky., is
currently on his fifth month of
deployment while assigned to the
24th Marine Expeditionary Unit,
based in Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Buhmann is one of more than 4,
000 Atlantic Fleet Sailors and
Marines deployed aboard the ships
of the USS Nassau Amphibious
Ready Group. Part of his unit is currently providing security for the
Combined Joint Task Force Horn of
Africa.
deployment,
this
During
Buhmann's unit has participated in
training, humanitarian assistance
and peace support operations in
Spain, Italy, Kosovo, Kenya and
Djibouti. Africa before patrolling
the seas and skies in the U.S. Forces

Central Command area of responsibility.
Buhmann's unit is an expeditionary intervention force with the
ability to rapidly organize for combat operations in• virtually any environment.
MEUs are composed of more
than 2,000 personnel and are divided into an infantry battalion, aircraft
squadron, support group and command element. With this combination, Buhmann 's unit supplies and
sustains itself for either quick mission accomplishment or clearing the
way for follow-on forces.
Buhmann joined the Navy in
August 1998.
For more information on the
deployment and high resolution
photographs please visit the 24th
at
site
web
MEU
http://www.24meu.usmc.mil

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
Ordination ofDeacon - Troy Geurin

Sunday, February 16 • 2:00 p.m.

Federation of Blind to meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet Friday,
Feb. 14, at6 p.m. in the front room of Calloway County Public Library. For
more information call Danny Perry, president, at 753-0911.

Alpha meeting Saturday
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Feb. 15, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Martha Crafton, general president of
MWC, will be the featured speaker.

Dodd and Lassiter
Marilyn and Joe Jackson of Paris, Tenn., and Danny and Judy Dodd of
Hendersonville,Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Kelley Dodd of Paris, to Greg Lassiter of Paris, son of
Randy Lassiter of Hazel, Ky., and Ruby and Tony Triplett of Paris.
Miss Dodd is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jean Butler of Paris and the late
R.K. Butler and of the late Everton and Matre Lee Dodd.
Mr. Lassiter is the grandson of Mrs. Faye Lassiter of Hazel and the late
W.D. Lassiter.
The bride-elect, a 1997 graduate of Henry County High School, Paris, is
a 2001 cum laude graduate with a bachelor of science degree in mass communications froth Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
She is an advertising representative for the Murray Ledger & Times.
The groom-elect, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School, is a
1995 graduate with a bachelor of science in elementary education from
Murray State University. He is physical education instructor for Paris
Elementary School.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 1, 2003, at 4 p.m. at East Wood
Street Church of Christ, Paris, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Fellowship meal will be served

VITA provides tax advice

Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, Pastor
Rt. 121 South to RI 893 directly into New Providence,

••••••••••••••
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CORN-AUSTIN'S
FAMOUS CLEARANCE SALE

FINAL MARKDOWN
g
Remaini
A" n

BOYS

Fall &
Winter II,
Merchandise

99
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directly across from New Providence Grocery Store.
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call KATHRYN OUTLAND
AT 753-3079
OR
SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS since 1946
Over 50 years!

Are you puzzled by the tax law
and which credits and deductions
you still can take?
Free help is available through
VITA, the Volunteer Income, tax
Assistance program, sponsored by
University
State
Murray
Accounting Department and Beta
Alpha Psi.
Help with basic income tax
returns will be offered on Feb. 7, 14,
21, 28, March 7 and 28, and april 4
and 11 from noon to 4 p.m. in the
Business Building, room 353, by
volunteers trained by the Internal
Revenue Service.
VITA offers free assistance to
students, senior citizens and low
income taxpayers who file Form
1040EZ, Form 1040A, or a basic
Form 1040 federal tax return. VITa
volunteers also alert taxpayers to

Mr. and Mrs. Jamieson Burris are
the parents of a son, Jake Jwieson
Burris, born on Monday, Jan. 13,
2003, at 5:03 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital

/0 OFF
/50°
Prints 10°
Photo Frames 20010°•50010 OFF

25% OFF
Plants and Trees 20% OFF
Framed Pictures 25%-50% OFF

Diabetes Health Day will be Friday, Feb. 14, from noon to 4 p.m. at
Primary Care of Marshall County, 543 Powell Ln, Benton. Events will
include a brief presentation on "Diabetes and Your Feet" by Timothy
Camden MD at noon. All persons with diabetes will be given a new
FreeStyle 'pain-free' glucose monitor. All participants with Medicare will
be fitted for a pair of Medicare-approved, therapeutic walking shoes.

Home school party Friday

Murray's Christian Home School Association will host a Valentine party
on Friday, Feb. 14, from 1 to 3 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public
Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Activities will include crafts and special
guest, Priscilla Primrose (Rhonda Beam)for storytelling time. Every family should bring snacks and drinks to share. All home school students are
invited. Membership is not required. For information call 489-2741.

Free tax help available

Free tax help for seniors in preparing their income tax forms will be
available Friday, Feb. 14, at the Calloway County Public Library by AARP.
Walk-in-only tax help will be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each Friday
through April 11 for middle and low income taxpayers with special attention to those age 60 or older. For more information call 753-6001.

Glory Bound program tonight

J.B. Taylor and Family will be featured at the Glory Bound
Entertainment tonight, Feb. 13, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee
House, Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is no
admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of
Goshen United Methodist Church.

DivorceCare seminar at Good Shepherd

A winter session of DivorceCare, recovery seminar and support group,
will continue tonight, Feb. 13, at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church,
84 Cherry Corner Rd., off Highway 121 South, Murray. Sessions will be
held from 7 to 9 p.m. for 13 weeks through May IS. Group leaders will be
Nancy Rice, Kay Kingins, Vita Dalton and the Rev. Michael Blake. Child
care will be provided. The registration fee is $15. Scholarships will be available. For information call 753-5809.

Rebate night for softball group

A rebate night for Calloway County High School Girls Softball team will
be today, Feb. 13, from 4 to 8 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Customers are asked to
let your server know you want your proceeds to benefit the team.

Soccer association plans registration

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have its spring registration at the Trophy Cast.. The registration fee will be $40 for U-8 & under,
$45 for U-10 and up, and $10 extra for select teams. Registration dates are
today, Feb. 13, from 5 to 8 p.m.; and Saturday, Feb. 15, from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. For more information: www.beecreek.org<http://www.beecreek.org.

Jake Jamieson Burris

Mon., Feb. 17 through Fri., Feb. 21 from 9 am-5 pm
or Sat., Feb. 22 from 9 am-4 pm

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom FramingMon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-4
301 N. 12th •• University Square •• Murray
•
759-1019

VITA volunteers must complete
an IRS training course in basic
income tax return preparation
before they can assist taxpayers.
Volunteers are trained to complete
Forms 1040EZ, 1040A and 1040,
the IRS says.
For more information call the
MSU Accounting office at 7624193.

Birth

12TM Annual Storewide Sale

Sculptures

special credits and deductions for
which they may be eligible.
Taxpayers who visit a VITA site
should bring this year's tax package, Social Security cards, wage and
earnings statement (Form W-2)
from all employers, interest statements from banks (form 1099), a
copy of last year's tax return if
available, and other relevant information about income and expenses.

Diabetes Health Day Friday

The baby weighed seven pounds
15 ounces and measured 21 inches.
the mother is the former Kelly
Burns. Two sisters are Jessicca and
Cheyenne Burns.
Grandparents are Gloria and
Cecil Cowsert of Murray, Judy
Ozmun of Salida, Calif., and
Clarence Douglas Burris of
Hayward, Calif.
Great-grandparents are Roy and
Marge Penley of Murray.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(February, 2003)
Southern Farm Bureau life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000,.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad #941ANN006

Angels Shop lists opening days

The Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St., Murray, will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Tuesdays through Saturdays. Volunteers are urgently needed to assist with this community-wide endeavor which benefits the
Angels Community Clinic. For more information call Joan Smith, Angels
Attic manager, at 761-0111.

Depression group will meet

Depression Support Group will meet tonight, Feb. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Center for Health & Wellness Conference room. For information call Kathy
Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Bereavement group will meet

Bereavement Support Group will meet tonight, Feb. 13, at 6:30 p.m. in
the private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.

Calloway lists make-up dates

Calloway County Schools will he in session Feb. 17 and March land 21.
These days had been scheduled as breaks for students on the original calendar. Students will be in school these days to make up snow days.

'The Essential-Day Spa
C7
-s{

An AV E DA. Concept Salon

Your Viklentine Deserves It!
Massage Therapy fp Facials 4# Aromatherapy
41# Sugaring IP Manicures/Pedicures gol' Hot Stone Massage

Gift Certificates Avadabk
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0760
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HonorRoll
Snow, Maggie J Tate, Zakan M
Taylor, Haley N. Thomason, Kelli
Vinson. Bobby Russell Wall, Aaron
M Wilson and Laura E Wilson.
10TH GRADE
All As
NINTH GRADE
Cynthia A Blalock. Elizabeth A
All As
Austin Emerson Carter, Callie E. Bogal-Allbritten, Seth B Darnell.
J
Dowdy, Alex J. Gustafson, Leanne Isabel A. Duarte-Gray. Heather
C Hewlett, Michael Miao, Caleb P. Ferguson, Amanda C Haugen.
Mackenzie Z. Hoffman, Rachel S
Roberts and Brent M. White.
Klapper, Laura Kathryn Mitchell and
All As and Bs
Justin N. Arnold, Todd S. Buck, Breanna D. Volp.
All As and Bs
Nathan Lee Crafton, Mallory J.
Taft M. Adams. Stephanie L.
Kathryn
Sarah
Cunningham,
Denham, Kelly L. Dick, Christina R. Bailey, Carl A. Benson, Whitney Jo
Bogard, Susan C Broughton. Kaci
Dunn, Kent Lovett Erwin,
John Thomas Fletcher, Rachel C. L. Carpenter, Austin D Cohoon,
Garrison, Reigh A. Harris, Ellen J. Ashley B. Fannin. Natasha L
Tyler D Gelb. Sara J
Haymen, Latika C. Hudspeth, Garland,
Mateja,
M.
Andrew Thomas Kilby, Elijah
John Raynor Moore IV, Gerry B
Kingins, Omar Mandeel,
Stephen E Parker, Alison F
Muuka,
A.
Matthew
Melton,
L.
Amanda
Kate K. Reeves, Chelsea L
Rashid,
Pool. Erin C. Richerson. Megan L
Riggins, Shayreah D Tolley. Bradley

Murray High School has released
the names of students making the
honor roll for the first semester as
follows:

C. Warner, Morgan Grace Williams
and Rachael M. Williams.
11TH GRADE
All As
Megan L Black, Bretton H
Brown, Ryan S Cobb, Shanna D
Gibson, Haley E Hart, Jordan E.
Kelleher, Allison J. Kipphut. Melissa
June Loveridge, Emily R Seay and
CharIsie R Young
All As and Bs
Lindsey M Barnett, Ashley Nicole
N.
Christopher
Benningfield.
Bradley. Lauren E Clemson, Julie
Diane Denham, Kyle A Erwin,
Nathan McCoy. Lauren F Peal. John
W Rail. Cory R Trenholm. Kelli R.
Voorhies. Katie L Wagoner and
Heather L Waters
12TH GRADE
All As
Edward S Baust, Todd Ryan
Broker, Tyler N Harper, Elizabeth
Jane Johnson. Meghan R King,

Lacey A Latimer, Elizabeth R
Leggett, William Caleb Mathis,
David Philip Montgomery, Angela
K Oliver, James L Quertermous,
H.
E. Smith, John
Kathryn
Trevathan, Patrick Thomas Young
and Allyson M. Zimmerman

All As and Bs
Jarrod T Al-Alou. Lacy Jane
Alderdice, Trevor J Anderson, Aaron
P Bergquist, Jennifer Christine
Bothwell, Courtney N Burgess,
Rhett D. Clark, Amanda Lynn Cline.
Heather N Coombs,
Shannon E. Coursey, Allison R.
Cross, Kylie L. Dean, Brenna Kate
Farrell, Carley E. Faughn, Audrey J
Ferguson, Gaston K France, Holly
J Gibbs, Leslie B. Hatfield, Anna K.
Hill,
Lauren E Hines, William Michael
Ray Holt, Abigail Elizabeth Kimmel,
Thomas Chase Lambert, Jennifer
Alisha Mathis, Amy Ann Page. Jay F
Perry and Gina Nicole Pfannerstill

Martin leaves musical legacy to Murray State
Photos provided

SPECIAL EVENTS.. Members of Girl Scout Troop #579 in top
photo pictured with Mrs. Tennessee America are, from left, front
row, Katrina Olson, Christina Veach, Ania Phillips, back row,
Elizabeth Brewer, Madison Schwettman, Erin Mayo, Elizabeth
Dawson, and Alex Bloodworth. Troop members in bottom photo
pictured at MCCH's Long Term Care Unit are, Madison
Schwettman, Aneshia Gray, Ms. Dorothy, Karlee Wilson,
Christina Veach and Katrina Olson. Members of Girl Scout
Troop #579 of Murray have been very busy since the beginning
of 2003. In addition to a successful cookie sale, the troop
recently enjoyed a visit from Mrs. Tennessee America. Erin
Mayo. She spoke to the girls about inner beauty and having a
positive self-image. At a February meeting, the troop delivered
balloons and Valentine's Day cards to the residents of MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Long Term Care unit.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES TODAY BY CALLING 753-1916

Although, Olen F. Martin died
recently, he left a huge musical legacy behind. More commonly known
to many as Len Foster, Martin was
the former leader of the Len Foster
Band, a 12 piece dance band that
was formed at Murray State
University in 1942 and entertained
campus groups and surrounding
communities with its big band
music for many years.
Martin, a 1949 MSU graduate
and native of Lorain, Ohio, came to
Murray State with more than 25
other musically talented classmates.
Martin said the reason they all came
va Murray State University was due
to the influence of their high school
band director, Howard F. Brown.
Originally sponsored by Phi Mu
Alpha and representatives of the
university, the Len Foster Band performed big band music from 194243, prior to the war.
During this period some of the
members were attending Murray
State on music scholarships and part
of their scholarship agreement
required them to play for different
events on campus. The group disbanded for the war and then
regrouped in 1946 and continued
playing until 1949.
The group began touring in a
black 1937 Dodge limousine Martin
purchased from a funeral director in
Cleveland, Ohio. Years later, when
the band regrouped after the war,
Martin purchased a bus they painted
blue and called the "Blue Wienie."
These two vehicles took the group
to gigs in Mississippi, Arkansas,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Tennessee,
Alabama, Missouri and throughout
Kentucky.
Each fall, Martin joined many
members of the group to return to
their alma mater's annual homecoming festivities for a reunion.

Contributions can be made to
leadership that brought this reunion
University
State
and scholarship to fruition. He was Murray
dedicated to giving his musicians a Foundation, Len Foster Alumni
chance to get reacquainted and res- Band Endowment, Murray State
urrect favorite stories and memo- University, DAA Center, Murray,
ries. It was, in effect, a way of pass- KY 42071.
For information on endowments
ing the torch, and also connecting a
valuable link in the history of the contact Jennie Rottinghaus, develmusic department at Murray State opment officer, by telephone locally
University," he explained.
at 762-3406,toll-free at 1 (877)282at
e-mail
by
or
"The department of music was 0033,
receptive to this idea and made a planned.gving@murraystate.edu.
special effort to make the reunions
memorable for those who came.
Along the way, there was the idea of
playing some of the music that the
Len Foster Band played.
This turned into something that
was made available to the general
public and as a means of raising
scholarship monies.
Olen F. Martin
Reichmuth said this scholarship
will serve to perpetuate the
fund
Two years ago, the group began
of the band while helping
memory
hosting a Len Foster big band peraccomplish their college
students
formance on the MSU campus to
for generations to come.
aspirations
kick off the Len Foster Music
Scholarship Endowment.
Alumni and friends were able to
attend a night of music, dancing and
listening pleasure and make a sug"I I 'here our Idea. 'Turn 'To Gold"
gested donation toward the scholarDixieland ('enier
IT. Lee
ship. This was also the same year
1304-F Chcsinui Si.
(•,,,rrrm
,1
4.7(1
KY
.ieu
kcihirr
Martin was named a Golden
Horseshoe recipient for his musical
contributions to Murray State uniwrien
Connect with the rigr.:
versity.
you use our e-Classifieds Whether
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, former
Buyers and
your buying or selling, there's a
chair of MSU's department of music
place for you in the e-Classifieds
Are
Sellers
who has been active with the
reunions, said Martin's musical conMurray Ledger & Times
Just A
tributions were many.
www.murrayledger.com
"It was Olen Foster Martin's

LEE Jewelry Artisans
270-759-1141
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Get more for your money
with Charter Cable!
PRESIDENT'S DAY WEEKEND
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Special Savings
Now-Monday!
This weekend the savings are
as beautiful as the furniture!
Norwalk sofas, loveseats,
sectionals, and chairs are on
sale in your choice
of hundreds of
fabrics and
leathers. All
custom
tailored
and ready
for delivery
in just 30 days. Shop now
thru Monday for great values
on quality upholstery you'll
enjoy for years to corn.

THE
WEATHER
CHANNEL

USNalettu.
NETWORK

weilithsr.conl

Great programming for the entire family!

Charter Communications' gives you great programming for the entire
Family! With sporting events, cartoons, movies and home shopping,
we've got it all. Plus local independent and broadcast channels
with 24-hour customer service and support. Charter Cable has
something for everyone!

eraz
FURNITURE,INC.
"Come See What You've Been Missing!"
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
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MSU Basketball

Racers trying to get home
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers may "literally"
be at home. But, figuratively speaking, they
still have to travel a few more miles to get
there.
Murray (12-9, 5-5 Ohio Valley Conference) can take a big step toward getting
back home for the postseason with a win
tonight against visiting Eastern Illinois.
The Panthers (11-12, 6-5) currently hold
a half-game lead over the Racers for the
all-important No. 4 seed in next month's
OVC Tournament. The top four seeds in the
final league standings will host a first-round
game.
In the tournament's current format, MSU
has never been forced to go on the road in
the first round.
"This is an important one for our basketball team. It's a game we surely need to
win," said Racer head coach Tevester Anderson. "No. 1, it's important for momentum
and to establish position. And No. 2, (EIU)
is a team you're competing with for that
fourth spot.
"It's important for our program and our
kids that we have a home game."
By virtue of their 80-74 victory over EIU
on Jan. 16 in Charleston, Ill., Murray would
hold all tiebreakers over the Panthers with
a win tonight.
To do that, however, the Racers must find
a way to end a string of slow starts that
has resulted in a two-game losing streak.
MSU's two-game road trip through Ten-

Rams vs. Eastern limb
What: MSU takes on EIU
for second time this season
When: Today, 7 pm
Where: RSEC
Records: MSU (12-9, 5-5);
Eastern (Honots (11-12, 6-5)
Radio: WNI3S, WRKY

RACERS

nessee Tech and Austin Peay last week ended
with back-to-back defeats — primarily because
the Racers fell behind by huge deficits in
both contests before rallying in the second
half to come up just short of two victories.
While somewhat hesitant to address that
problem head-op. Anderson said the Racers
have used most of their practice times this
week to work on offense.
"We want to address these starts, but not
too much," Anderson explained. "If you
address it too much, you run the risk of
having your team maybe coming out too
aggressive and trying too hard. But we are
working on it."
According to Anderson, the MSU coaching staff is putting an emphasis on getting
better shot attempts from its perimeter players — small forward Chris Shumate and
shooting guard Rick Jones.
The two have been legitimate offensive
threats from the outside this season, but have
struggled in recent games to find open looks
at the basket. Shumate and Jones combined
to shoot just 6-of-20 from the floor in last
Saturday's loss at rival Austin Peay.
"We are going to call more sets and plays
from the bench instead of running a conti-

nuity offense, where the players react to
what the defense is doing," noted Anderson.
Despite the Racers' recent struggles, Anderson continues to be committed to his starting lineup of Shumate, Jones, point guard
Mark Borders, forward Cuthbert Victor and
center James Singleton. However, he did not
rule out changes in his bench rotation.
"I don't see any reason to change the
lineup, but I feel like a few guys on the
bench might be able to help us out a little
more," he said: "We will probably try to
get those guys more playing time."
While much of the attention recently has
been on improving offensive production, the
Racers must be at their best defensively
tonight against league scoring leader Henry
Domercant, who has torched opponents to
the tune of 26.8 points per game — over
five points better than Morehead State's
Ricky Minard (21.2).
"Henry Domercant is an outstanding player," Anderson said. "He's one of the best
scorers this league has ever had. He poses
a big problem for everybody — not just for
Murray State."
Jones drew the assignment on Domercant
for the start of their January contest at Lantz
Arena and used several combinations on him
throughout the six-point victory. The 6-4
guard still scored 27 points, but hit only 7of-23 attempts from the field.
"We're going to guard him by committee this time," Anderson claimed. "They're
a little bit better team than they have been
otherwise, but he's still their main guy."

Stillidard BOOMS

Newton, 1987-88 team set tone for success

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It's been nearly 15 years, but
Steve Newton remembers arguably
the single greatest moment in Murray State basketball history as if
it were only yesterday.
The little-known Racers and
their upstart head coach — making their first
appearance in
the
NCAA
Tournament in
nearly 20 years
and for only the
third time in the
program's history — pulled
off perhaps the
biggest upset of
Neviton
the 1988 postseason, using their No. 14 seed
to knock of third-seeded and
heavily-favored North Carolina
State 78-75 in the tournament's
opening round.
To this day, the outcome of
that contest marks the only NCAA
Tournament win in Murray's tradition-rich program.
"It was a special time to be
at Murray State," said Newton during a telphone interview earlier
this week from his home in Sarasota, Fla. "The whole scenario
was something that was just
beyond words. (The victory) was
something that brought a tremendous amount of pride to the community and the university."
Building off the success of
that defining moment, Newton
went on to win three more Ohio
Valley Conference championships
and guided the Racers to two
more NCAA Tournament appear
ances before leaving for the head
coaching job at South Carolina.
Newton's six-year stint (198591) as MSU's head coach was
among the most successful stretches in school history as his team's
totaled 116 victories against just
65 defeats.

Photo Courtesy of MSU Sports Information

THE 'M&M BOYS' ... Jeff Martin (left) and Don Mann celebrate the 1987-88 Racers' Ohio Valley Conference championship by cutting down the nets following the OVC
Tournament final at Racer Arena.
The 1987-88 Racer squad captured the OVC championship with
a 22-9 record and served as the

catalyst for an unprecedented run
of12 conference titles in 13 seasons.

Still, Newton and the '87-'88
Racers will be remembered most
for the miracle victory over the
Wolfpack and legendary head
coach Jim Valvano.
"I think that particular experience carried the program for a
long, long time," Newton
explained. "It raised the bar for
expectations at Murray State ...
It was thrilling to help establish
that run of success and to see it
carry on to this day."
The head coach and most of
that ground-breaking team will
be back in town this weekend
as part of a celebration to honor
their achievements.
"I'm pretty excited about coming back to Murray," noted Newton. "I'm pleased that Murray
State chose to honor that team.
It's always good to go back home."
Humble beginnings
Nothing leading up to or daring the start of that 1987-88 campaign pointed to the success that
lay ahead for the Racers.
Just the season before, Newton and his staff suffered through
the growing pains of a young
ball club that posted only a 1315 record. That sub-par mark
appeared to carry over to the
beginning of the following season as MSU stood at just 6-7 in
mid-January.
However, the Racers began to
right the ship with a Jan. 16
home victory over rival Eastern
Kentucky. The win set in motion
a stretch of five straight victories and 13 in 14 games to end
the regular season.
Murray kept the ball rolling
in the OVC Tournament, defeating the Colonels and Austin Peay
at Racer Arena to claim the title
and an automatic berth in the
"Big Dance."
Despite the difficult start, Newton sensed that there might be
something special about his third

III See Page 9
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TWO TO TANGO ... St. Louis's Marque Perry (5) tries to
wrestle the ball away tying up Louisville's Reece Gaines
(22) during the second half Wednesday night. The Billikens
defeated No. 2 Louisville 59-58.

St. Louis shocks
No. 2 Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP) — After consecutive road losses to middle-ofthe-road Conference USA teams,
Saint Louis insiders feared the
last-place team might cave in.
Instead, the Billikens came up
with perhaps the biggest upset of
the season, beating No. 2 Louisville
59-58 on Wednesday night to end
the
nation's
longest winning
streak at 17.
Marque Perry
scored five of
his 25 points in
the final 13 seconds, and maneuvered inside for
the winning 5-footer with 3.2 seconds to go.
Saint Louis fans mobbed the
court after Reece Gaines' desperation 3-point attempt banged off
the backboard at the buzzer. It's
the Billikens' biggest victory since
they upset top-ranked Cincinnati
in the first round of the 2000
Conference USA tournament.
"Coach talks to us all the time
about 'We've got to get one to
get us rolling,— forward Chris Sloan
said. "You can't get a bigger one
than this."
Gaines had a season-high 28
points, five rebounds and three
assists for the Cardinals, who have
been beating their opponents by
an average of 19 points.
That also was the margin of
victory in the first meeting between
the teams at Louisville (18-2, 81 Conference USA) on Jan. II, a
73-54 victory.
"They played a terrific game
and stopped a streak we had a
lot of fun with," coach Rick Pitino said.
"Now it's time to try and start
a new streak."
Saint Louis (9-12, 3-7) stymied

Louisville, which is averaging 84
points, with a patient, clock-chewing offense. This was by far the
lowest scoring total for the Cardinals, who had no other players
in double figures.
Center Marvin Stone, averaging 13 points, was scoreless in 30
minutes.
"We talked about making the
pace of the game uncomfortable
for Louisville," coach Brad Soderberg said. "I don't know if it was
uncomfortable for them, but it was
comfortable for us."
Saint Louis entered the game
last in C-USA's American Division, and in danger of not even
making the conference tournament.
The Billikens won despite 34-percent shooting, compensating by
forcing 16 turnovers and holding
the Cardinals to a virtual rebounding standoff (32-30 Louisville),
including a whopping 14 on the
offensive end.
Louisville hadn't lost since a
two-point setback to Purdue on Nov.
30 in the second game of the season.
"We're not a spectacular team
that overpowers anyone," Pitino
said. "We've got to stay with what
we do well and hope to wear people out."
Chris Sloan and Josh Fisher
added 11 points apiece for Saint
Louis, which despite its problems
has won five of six in the series.
Sloan had one of the big plays
in the waning minutes with a steal
and dunk that cut the gap to 5754 with 50.8 seconds left, and
also hit a 3-pointer at the end of
the half.
Gaines' 3-pointer had given
Louisville a 57-50 lead with 1:58
to go. But he struggled down the
stretch.

Ti er ready to go OVC hands out suspensions for fight
SAN DIEGO (AP) — The condition of Tiger Woods left knee
is a lot like his relationship with Phil Mickelson — not quite 100
percent, much better than it was and strong enough to move!
ward.
At least he knows where he stands with Mickelson, who criticized Woods' equipment as infenor and apologized to the world's
No. 1 player on Wednesday.
Woods will get a better idea of his left knee when he returns
to competition today in the Buick Invitational, his first PGA Tow
event since surgery Dec. 12.
A steady rain that fell on Torrey Pines washed out the pro-am
Wednesday and kept Woods from getting in a final pick tice round
before ending the longest layoff of his career.
"I would liked to have been able to play out there today and
get one more round in and try to focus on sonic shots. because
I haven't really played that many rounds," Woods said

BRENTWOOD. ienn. (AP) —
The Ohio Valley Conference suspended both coaches and one player for a game each for their roles
in a benches-clearing brawl between
Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee
State.
Interim commissioner Ron English reviewed tape of the Monday
game in which 19 players were
ejected.
"This situation did not include
wild swinging, punching and kicking by multiple players," he said
Wednesday. "There were a few
select punches thrown, and the game
officials were able to identify those

individuals involved, and took the
appropriate action."
He suspended Eastern Kentucky
coach Travis Ford and Tennessee
State interim coach Hosea Lewis
for a game for violating the league's
sportsmanship rule that prohibits
players from leaving the bench.
Tennessee State athletic director Teresa Phillips anticipated the
suspension Tuesday by deciding
to fill in for Lewis for the next
game. Phillips will become the
first woman to coach a men's
Division 1 basketball team when
Tennessee State visits Austin Peay
today.

"We are all fortunate that no
serious injuries occurred, " she
said.
Eastern Kentucky next plays
Saturday at Morehead State.
English also suspended Josh
Cooperwood of Tennessee State
for one game. Cedric Bryson of
Tennessee State and Champ Slaughter and Kenyatta Dix of Eastern
Kentucky are suspended for one
game under NCAA rules because
they were ejected for fighting.
Ford already has suspended Sherard Rogers for throwing some minibasketballs at players, and English said that was sufficient.

"We regret and apologize to
our university .and to our fans for
lack of sideline control of our basketball team and unsportsmanlike
behavior," said Jack Lengyel, Eastern Kentucky's interim athletic
director.
On Monday, the trouble started with 8:13 left when Bryson
and Eastern Kentucky's Shawn
Fields started elbowing and bumping each other under the basket.
Officials stopped play and ejected both players for flagrant technical fouls. Videotape showed that
Cooperwood put his arm around
the neck of an EKU player.
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Tennessee wins •Newton, Racers ...
TV-11 to di Rae
70-62 at Arkansas
From Page 8

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP)Tennessee needed a rare road win
at Arkansas to obtain a meaningful shot at redemption against No.
4 Florida this Saturday.
The Volunteers came close to
blowing it, but its guards dominated play Wednesday in the second half of a 70-62 victory over
Arkansas. Thaydeus Holden finished with 17 and freshman C.J.
Watson added 15 as Tennessee
(14-6,6-3 Southeastern Conference)
got its first win in Fayetteville
since 1993.
"Any time you win on the road
in the SEC, that's still No. 1 and
we've been able to do that a couple of times this year," Tennessee
coach Buzz Peterson said. "Our
division, overall, is amazing with
how tough it can be over the next
seven games. The home game
against Florida is one we want
really bad. Florida took it from
us the first time."

Tennessee has run off a fivegame
winning
streak
since
Louisville handed the Volunteers
their fourth loss in six games on
Jan. 25. A 13-point loss to Florida was the only loss by more
than five points in that stretch.
Three of those were quality
losses on the road at No. 3 Kentucky, Florida, No. 20 Georgia and
at home against No. 2 Louisville.
The Volunteers came back to beat
Georgia last week and now they
have the chance to do the same
against the Gators.
Despite a six-minute stretch
where it didn't scpre, Arkansas
(7-13, 2-7) only trailed 28-25 at
halftime and that prompted a vocal
halftime speech from Peterson.
"We had a 'Peterson moment'
at halftime and that got us fired
as a team, especially me," said
senior guard Jon Higgins, whose
seven points and four rebounds
were all in the second half.

L SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Ilaverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

Representing

State Auto
Otturance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L
Pct.
W
GB
New Jersey
34 17
667 Boston
28 22
5.5
560
Philadelphia
7.5
26 24
520
Orlando
9
490
25 26
Washington
9
490
25 26
12
New York
429
21 28
Miami
17 33
340 16.5
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Indiana
706
36 15
Detroit
33 15
15
688
Milwaukee
26 23
531
9
New Orleans
27 25
519 95
Atlanta
19 32
373
17
17 34
19
Chicago
333
Toronto
15 34
306
20
Cleveland
10 42
192 26 5
Tuesday's Games
Orlando 92. New Jersey 83
Indiana 107, Cleveland 96
Golden State 116, Atlanta 113
New Orleans 78, Miami 69
Minnesota 100. Dallas 98
Utah 103. Houston 101, OT
Detroit 89, Chicago 79
LA Clippers 107, Phoenix 106
Boston 82, Seattle 76
Sacramento 99, Washington 80
San Antonio 116, Portland 111, OT
LA Lakers 121, Denver 93
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 97, Atlanta 96
Minnesota 102, Cleveland 91
Philadelphia 119. Chicago 111, OT
Golden State 113, New York 107
Memphis 97, New Jersey 90
Indiana 83, New Orleans 72
Houston 106, Utah 76
Milwaukee 120. Dallas 114
LA Lakers 113, Denver 102
Washington 108, L A Clippers 104

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Dion
Pct.
Dallas
38 12
760
San Antonio
680
34 16
Minnesota
31 20
.608
Utah
30 21
.588
Houston
.540
27 23
Memphis
14 35
.286
Denver
12 39
.235
Pacific Division
W
L
Pct.
Sacramento
673
35 17
Portland
32 17
.653
Phoenix
29 22
569
L.A. Lakers
26 23
.531
Golden State
.460
23 27
Seattle
21 28
429
L.A. Clippers
.353
18 33

GB
4
7.5
8.5
11
23.5
265
GB
1.5
5.5
75
11
12,5
16.5
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Racer team.
"I felt like the chemistry was
really there," he claimed. "We
had high expectations going into
that season because we felt like
we had done a good job of
Staff Report
Year Jeff Martin, won the
recruiting and putting all the pieces
Murray Ledger & Times
championship and adv
of that team together.
MSU TV-11 announced plans the NCAA Tournament.
"This was a team that got ;1
In the first round at L
along well together and was will- , Wednesday to air Murray State's
ing to play extremely hard, and 11 1988 NCAA Tournament game Neb., the Racers knocked o
they learned to make good deci- 11 against North Carolina State on Jim Valvano's N.C. State Wo
Friday at 10 p.m.
pack 78-75. In its next gam
sions on the court. That's a com, The Murray State television MSU fell to eventual natio
bination that is hard to beat."
station is airing the game prior champion Kansas 61-5W
The 'M&M Boys'
to Saturday's reunion of the 1988
Saturday's
Murray
S
The unquestioned leaders of
team during the MSU-Southeast Southeast Missouri game will
'87-'88 Racers were all-everything
soun basketball game.
off at 7 p.m. and will be
forward Jeff Martin and steady
at team, led by Ohio Val- evised live by WPSD News
point guard Don Mann.
e PIMnel
Martin, a two-time OVC Player of the Year (1987-88 and 198889), led MSU in scoring and was ly important to our basketball Racers' machine. Center Carl Sias
second in the league in that cat- team," said Newton. "Don was - who came to Murray in 1987
egory at 26.0 points per game. an. extremely successful high after a two-year stint in the U.S.
The former NBA player still ranks school player who a lot of schools Army - contributed 8.7 points
as MSU's all-time leading scorer felt wasn't big enough to play and 5.7 rebounds per contest while
with 2,484 points.
at the college level. He gave us forward Chris Ogden tallied 7.8
Meanwhile, Mann directed the that point guard who had the ppg and was ninth in the OVC
club from the point to the tune ability to score as well as pen- in rebounding (6.8 rpg).
of 17.7 ppg - good enough for etrate and pitch.
Doing the improbable
fifth in the conference behind
"Jeff was a sleeper. We were
The Racers were given little
Tennessee State's Anthony Mason very fortunate to get him ... He - if any - chance to defeat
(28.0), Martin, Eastern Kentucky's was one of those gifted shooters an N.C. State squad that featured
Jeff McGill (19.1) and Tennessee who rarely ever had a bad night." scrappy point guard Chris CorchiTech's Earl Wise (17.7).
But Martin and Mann were ani and future NBA players Charles
"Don and. Jeff were extreme- not the only key cogs in the Shackleford and Vinny Del Negro.

over N.C. Sta

However, Newton and his players were not among the doubters.
"Our team was a very confident group," he recalled. "We had
played and beaten some quality
opponents, and I really felt like
we would be very competitive
against an ACC or SEC opponent on a neutral court. So I
really did believe we could win."
The head coach proved prophetic as the Racers got 23 points
from Martin and 16 more from
Mann to claim the thrilling threepoint victory.
Murray's Cinderella story would
end two days later, though, as
Kansas and star Danny Manning
narrowly defeated the Racers 6158. It was the closest game the
Jayhawks would have on their
way to the national championship.
"(KU head coach) Larry Brown
and I were good friends, so we
had a great respect for Kansas,"
Newton stated. "It was the kind
of game you would hope for a chance to upset a quality team
on a neutral court.
"Once we lost that game, we
became great fans of Kansas for
the rest of the tournament ... To
this day, I still have fans come
up to me, and they want to talk
about how we almost beat the
national champions. It was just
thrilling to be a part of that."

Qualifying races crucial for some
DAYTONA BEACH, Ha. (AP) - Rusty
Wallace needs to find some speed, Jimmy
Spencer wants some luck, and rookie Larry
Foyt is looking for a near-miracle.
There's a lot to lose and not that much
to gain today in the twin 125-mile qualifying races.
Great runs get a driver a good starting
spot in Sunday's season-opening Daytona 500.
A poor race in the qualifying event could
get a car sent home.
"We know we have to stay out of trouble and have a strong race to make the 500,"
Foyt said. "We're going to need sortie luck
on our side. Luckily I start behind Jeff Gordon, so I hope he can just pull me along."
A victory in one of the two races gets
the winner a spot in the second row for the
start of the 500. In the 43 years the quali-

tiers have been run, only seven times has a
driver won his qualifying race and then gone
on to take the 500.
The late Dale Earnhardt was the last to
do it in 1998.
But drivers will still go all out today and hope to keep their cars intact.
"We're going to go and try to win the
race," Kevin Harvick said. "I think that's
what we have to do. I think that's the only
way to approach it."
In Daytona's unique qualifying format, Jeff
Green and Dale Earnhardt Jr. secured the
front row starting spots in the 43-car lineup
for the 500-miler by turning in the fastest
speeds Monday in time trials:
Positions 3-30 will go to the top 14 finishers in the two qualifying races, excepting
Green and Earnhardt.

The 31st through 36th spots will be filled
by the fastest drivers from Monday's qualifying session who don't make it in the 125,
with the remaining places going to the highest-finishing teams in last year's car-owner
points that are not already in the Daytona
500 field.
"It can be intense," said Ricky Rudd, getting ready to race in his 26th consecutive
Daytona 500 and an equal number of qualifying races. "There are a lot of guys here
where that race is the only race they're thinking about. They're not even thinking about
the Daytona 500.
"If they don't do well in the 125s, they
won't have a Daytona 500. Other guys, like
us, we're pretty good in points and, with
our qualifying speed, the race has a little
different meaning to us."

Today's Games
Orlando at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Portland, 10 p.m.
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Golden State at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Chicago at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at Memphis, 8 p.m.
Orlando at Philadelphia, 8 p.m
New Orleans at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Miami at Houston. 830 p.m.
Detroit at Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.
Washington at Utah. 9 p.m.
New York at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Seattle at Sacramento, 10 p.m.
San Antonio at LA Lakers, 1030 pm.

Correction
A Murray State Thoroughbreds baseball player was misidentified in
a photo in Wednesday's edition of the Ledger & Times. The MSU
pitcher was Craig Kraus, not Kyle Perry.

Which IRA is best for you
Roth or traditional?

Sweetheart
Specials

I can prepare a report that

shows which IRA can provide
the greatest after-tax income
during retirement.*
Call today to schedule
an appointment for a
FREE IRA analysis.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 13, 14 & 15

Two 8 oz. Ribeye Entrees
Choice of Side Item, Homemade Soup or
Salad, Fresh Sourdough Bread,
and Soft Beverage

40,„
1111-

$33.95

Did you know?
Roth IRAs offer TAX-FREE retirement income
if you qualify.

With Bottle of Ballatore Gran Spumante $45.95
Call For Reservations

*A 10% penalty could apply to distr,butions from a trad.bonal IRA taken or,or to age 5914
D,str,butions of earn.ngs from a Roth IRA could be subject to taxes and a 10% penalty .1
the account is less than lee years old and the owner ,s under age 5944

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

• *

Eric Ponniston

4-41111-* s15.95'

520 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7401
...edwardjones.com
Member SIPC

(*On most ears & trucks - house oil onty)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

coming soon
n„%Alva'
caTav

On Court Square
Lunch Mon.-Fn. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Frt. & Sat. 4-12 a.m.

THE BULL PEN

EdwardJones

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

270-759-5030
110 S. 5th St., Murray

Steaks & Spirits

Serving Indivvival Investors Since 1871

Est. 2W1

96 East Main Street• 753-5606

RACER BASKETBALL

Murray State
Ys

EYES THAT WORK
YOUR LIFE REQUIRES THEM

4e7;
64

1111111i

Eastern
Illinois

John W. Williams, MD
Ophthalmologist
Phisician and Surgeon
CATARACT SURGERY,
ALTHOUGH ROUTINE,
IS STILL A MIRACLE.

2 Locations

Thursday, February 1.3"'
7:00 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center

For Tickets, call 27107624895

660 North 12th Street
Behind Cracker Barrel
Murray, KY 42071
270-7534272
1029 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield ,KY 42066
270-251-4545

1-800-272-9477
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Big Time Big Band
Guess who's coming to Murray? If we
said Glenn Miller, would that ring a bell?
The legacy continues as the Glenn Miller
Orchestra rolls into Murray this Sunday
Feb. 16, for a 3:30 p.m. concert at Lovett
Auditorium. This is the last regular season
public Performance of the Murray Civic
Music Associations' season.
Tickets will be available at the door.
Adults $20, Seniors $18 and Children $10.
The legendary Glenn Miller was one of
the most successful of all the dance bandleaders back in the Swing era of the 1930s
and '40s. A matchless string of hit records,

the constant impact of radio broadcasts, and later.
the drawing power at theatres, hotels, and
Because of popular demand, the Miller
dance pavilions built and sustained the Estate authorized the formation of the presmomentum of popularity.
ent Glenn Miller Orchestra in 1956 under
Glenn disbanded his musical organiza- the direction of drummer Ray McKinley,
tion in 1942, at the height of its popularity, who had become the unofficial leader of the
volunteered Tor the Army and then organ- Army Air Force Band after Glenn's disapized and led the famous Glenn Miller Army pearance. Since then, other leaders have folAir Force Band. It went to Europe to enter- lowed Ray including clarinetists Buddy
tain servicemen, and then, on December 15, DeFranco and Peanuts Hucko, trumpeter &
1944, Major Miller took off in a single- jazz educator Dick Lowenthal, drummer
engine plane from England to precede his Clem DeRosa, trombonists Buddy Morrow,
band to France, never to be seen again. The Jimmy Henderson and Larry O'Brien, and
army declared him officially dead a year tenor saxophonist Dick Gerhart.

The I9-member band continues to play
many of the original Miller arrangements
finding new fans and rekindling excitement
in those who are familiar with the group.
Additionally, they are also playing more
modem selections in the big-band style,
carefully selecting only those newer tunes
that lend themselves naturally to the Miller
style and sound, carefully selected pieces
that will stay around for a while.
The entire repertoire, which now exceeds
1,700 compositions, keeps the band popular
with both young and old.
Most of the band's shows are sell-outs. It

Orten's
art future
'vibrant'
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Tai Orten has always known she wanted to be
an artist. From the time she was in the 6th grade,
she had a passion for drawing and art.
As a freshman at Murray State, Orten has
already had opportunities for her art to be seen.
She recently concluded a display at the Calloway
County Public Library and currently has art on
display at 15th and Olive.
A graduate of Calloway County High School,
Orten said her parents have had a lot of influence
in her work.
"I've always had a very supportive family,"
she said."My mom's very musically inclined and
my dad's more of a leather craftsman."
She said even her brother, who is 12 years old.
, is a sculptor.
Her display at 15th and Olive, which is a
mixed collection of all her work, shows depictions of many areas she feels have affected her
life. She said themes range from alcoholism to
war.
"I focus a lot on human faces," Orten said.
She said she feels through each piece she has
learned more about art. One of her most complimented pieces is one she titled "The Tie that
Binds," which combines different images of people at worship. She said she got the idea from dif-

Valentine 'Pops'
Concert tomorrow
at Murray State

BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

A LITTLE TO THE LEFT ... Artist Tai Orten straightens one of her pieces titled "Grandpa
Williams" at 15th and Olive.
ferent images she saw in National Geographic.
"It took forever to do," she said. "It has a lot of
faces in it. A lot of times I'll see things like in
magazines and I'll work with those."
She said she has received praise for her work
but getting items to sell is very difficult, especially when parting with them is not exactly what you
want to do.
"You put all this energy into it and you become
connected to it," she said.
Her favorite medium is colored pencil, hut she

wants to branch out into other areas.
. "I plan on doing everything I can," Orten said.
"I'd really like to try something with metals or
glass."
Orten is already looking toward keeping art in
her future. She said she is thinking about going
into education, especially since the current economy and impending war will have a major effect
on the art world.
"The demand for art and the people in the trade
will go down," she said.

MSU faculty members' artwork currently on display
MAYFIELD, Ky.
Currently
showing at the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild is a joint exhibition of printmaking by MSU faculty
members Nicole Hand and Jim
Bryant.
Hand is originally from Belmont,
New York. She came to Murray
State University in 1999 to teach
printmaking after completing her
MFA at the University of Miami.

When asked about the influences
Bryant was born in Indianapolis
of her current drawings and prints, were he studied printmaking and
Nicole says,"Generations of women painting at the Herron School of Art.
pass down ideas, beliefs, and skills After teaching art at Eastern New
to future generations. The beliefs Mexico University for five years. he
that were passed down to me were moved to Murray in 2001 to direct
based on a traditional domestic the university art gallery and teach
structure. These gender roles influ- Web Design.
enced my perception of society
About his current prints he says,
leaving me with a sense of security "I have found that place has a proand confinement."
found effect on the images that I create. My home is in transition, from
an extreme desert climate to a near
tropical one. My art is going through

a similarly dramatic transition.
"This current series of prints uses
common objects as symbols representing the people and places of my
recent homes and travels. I use simple color and shallow space in order
to focus on composition and the
meaning of the objects."
They will be exhibiting their
work through March 8. The Guild
will host a reception for Nicole and
Jim Saturday evening, March 8,
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The reception
is free and open to the public.

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?
•
Please be a Foster Parent
A 4

4

A child needs you
I 1 ERN ICI I'VIED 511 1II('DIST I 04115 SLR'KIS
S me..In S lonohr. & thlkIren pilx Pr hase Ihqn,

Some secrets were
meant to be shared.
Mother Nature isn't alwaysfair when she's handing outfigures and bust
lines. Today, beauty enhancement is safer than ever before, with shorter
recovery time, pleasing results, andfinancing available in most cases.

You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions will be held Thursday evenings
beginning March 13th through May 15th from
6-9 p.m. in F.M. Masters Hall at
Mid-Continent College in Mayfield.
Please Call
Western KY United Methodist Family Services
877-998-KIDS (5437)

ering That Special
Someone 3or A
Romantic Candlelit
Dinner for 2
FEBRUARY 14th
4 - 9 p.m.
2 - 12 oz. Ribeye Dinners

• Breast Augmentation • Breast Reduction • Breast Lift
• Breast Reconstruction • Botox • Collegen Injection

$19.95
2 - 8 oz. Ribeye Dinners

•

$14.95
Russell W.Boyd, M.D., F•A•C•S•
2 - 1" Pork Chop Dinners

1004 Cornerstone Drive, Paris, Tennessee

$14.50

[SCBS1
Welber 4NIMIC114
Satiety at Casearae
NOW Sarypeas

has proven staying power, and its popularity
has never seemed to wane. Indeed, the
Glenn Miller Orchestra today is still the
most sought after big-band in the world just
as it was in Glenn's day.

Phone 731-644-3211
Call Todayfor your
Complimentary Consultation

Lynn Grove Country Corner
1S5.. oorstric•n

,..13•••

Mezzo-soprano, Kay Gardner
and pianist, Marie Taylor will perform a Valentine "Pops" Concert
Friday, Feb. 14, at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building at Murray
State University. Assisting them on
this concert will be tenor, Randall
Black and soprano, Sonya Gabrielle
Baker.
Dr. Baker joined the Dept. of
Music in the fall of 2002 where she
teaches Applied Voice and Diction.
She comes to MSU from James
Madison University in Virginia
where she was Head of the Vocal
Area. Dr. Baker has been heard in
concert both nationally and internationally, including appearances in
Sardinia, Italy, the Troy Music Hall
in New York, Haverford College in
Pennsylvania
and
Syracuse
University in New York. Baker was
also invited to visit China as a
soloist in
performances
of
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 and
other choral works. Her degrees are
from Yale, Indiana, and Florida
State. Dr. Baker is also a recipient of
numerous academic and vocal
awards and grants.
Randall F. Black is professor of
music at MSU where he teaches
voice and foreign language diction.
He holds degrees from Southern
Illinois University and Indiana. Dr.
Black is known throughout the
region for his performances with
orchestras and opera companies. He
has also performed in London and
Prague.
For a number of years, he has
held a leadership position with the
National Association of Teachers of
Singing. He and Marie Taylor produced a compact disc of the works
of Kentucky composer, Joseph
Baber. They also performed together
in Carnegie Hall in 1991.
Taylor, retired Prof. Of Music,
served
as
Keyboard
Unit
Coordinator at MSU until 2000. She
continues to be an active adjudicator
and chamber music performer
throughout the area.
Bates came to MSU in 1978 and
has been a highly respected studio
professor and performer. Her
degrees are from Union University
and the University of Georgia with
additional studies in opera theatre at

Dr. Sonya Gabrielle Baker

Dr. Randall Black
the University of the Arts in
Philadelphia and the Barga, Italy
Opera Festival. She and Marie
Taylor also attended the American
Institute of Musical Studies in Graz,
Austria. Her responsibilities at MSU
include applied voice, vocal repertoire and pedagogy.
Bates and Taylor are pleased to
present this musical Valentine of
1940's and 50's favorites. The public is cordially invited to attend.
Students will be admitted free of
charge with a suggested donation of
$5 for adults. All proceeds will go to
the Dept. of Music Student
Scholarship Fund.

UK student, Murrayan
sang at Carnegie Hall
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Amanda Conley, a University of Kentucky vocal
performance student from Murray, performed in a Feb. 12 concert with the
UK Women's Choir in Carnegie Hall in New York City.
The Women's Choir also performed at Riverside Church in New York
City. The concerts were part of the activities of the American Choral
Directors National Convention. Lori Hetzel, UK associate director of
choral activities, conducts the 110-member UK Women's Choir.
The choir's performances consisted of a chant by medieval composer
Hildegard of Bingen, a new piece commissioned for the Women's Choir and
oboe professor Nancy Clauter by contemporary composer Paul Basler, o
Mendelssohn part song, two Venezuelan folk songs featuring percussion
and professor of voice Noemi Lugo, and a rousing gospel finale.

FROM FLORISTS' VANS TO FREIGHTLINERS
...AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
Progressive offers coverage for virtually any type of commercial vehicle We're
working with your local independent agent to provide the best service in the industry. including:
*Immediate ROSp011Se claims service
•24/7 policy service
•Flexible coverage and billing options
Whether you're delivering roses down the street, or shipping freight across the
state, or shipping freight across the state, there's a Progressive policy that's right
for you Call your authorized independent agent today

7010 St Rt.94 Vilest•Murray On Lim Oro*

WILLIS INSURANCE,INC.

435-4500

201 N. 5th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-8485

Dale Willis
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$7.25 Column Inch,60% Diacomit 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
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$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
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(
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The family of
Mary Inez(Nez)James Johnson
Wish to express our thanks to allfor their
gifts,flowers,food, your prayers, your calls,
and presence. Henry Co. Medics, Henry Co
Hosp., Henry Co. Police, McEvoy Funeral
Home personel, Bra. David & Linda Allbrittain
Rev Craig Fern:house',for his presence in the
hasp., alsofor the beautifid consoling and
comforting words at thefimeral. Also to attyont
who helped in anyway. For Russell Chapel
Methodist Church forfood and.flowers. Your
expressions ofkindness is truly appreciated.
Mother: Maud Elaine Donelson
Husband: David Johnson
Sons:
Sieve Gamer, daughter Candice
Stacy Garner, daughter Andrea, son
Josh, Stacey :s extendedfamily
Brother: Glen Dale James, wife, Marilyn &
family
Sister.: Brenda Smith. husband Pat &fanui\
Linda Culver dc family
Barbara Kirby &family
Doris Forsythe & family

You are sadly missed by all.
Memorial Services will be held at a later time.

FLEA MARKET
Old Corner Store in
New Concord
Friday & Saturday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Play Station 2 games, movies, DVD's,
rocking chair, computer desk, old
schoolhouse desk, ammunition boxes,
Coca Cola sign and lots more.

CALLOWAY County
Pictorial History
Limited number available
Call now to purchase
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
753-4054

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
040
Roommate
Wanted
NON-SMOKING
Male
looking for roommate,
share mobile home Murray. $260 includes all Don
(270)519-8570
060
Lost and Found
A set of Saturn Keys wia
remote control was found
in front of the Reader's
Gallery 753-0844
Boxer
LOST
Large.
Brown, Female, floppy
ears, bob tail Location
near 94E and 497 4748581
REWARD: Stolen Family's Pet. Male Chocolate
Lab. 6 months old If returned
questions
no
asked. 753-4343 or 7610268

L

A60

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

DISCOUNT Tobacco City
and Lottery is accepting
applications for part time
Night/Weekend help for
Hazel & Benton, Ky. Starting at $6 per hr. Apply in
person at Hinton & Sons
623 South 4th Street
DRIVER
Make this year a sucess
Up to 38c CPM
No force NE or Canada.
1 yr OTR. 23 years old
CDL with
HazMat required
No loading or unloading
Guarantee home policy
2000 or
Newer Conventionals
Owner Operators
welcome
PTL 1-800-848-0405
FULL time Medical Assistant needed for busy
physician office. Will provide training for career oriented individual MondayFriday. excellent benefits
Send resume with references to P.O. Box 1040 E
Murray, KY 42071.

Full or Part-Time RN & LPN - All Shifts
-Full Time Benefit,
•Years of Service Monetary Award
•Paid Vacation
.Yearly Perfect Attendance
.Paid Holidays
(Monetary Award)
•Sick Leave Pay
•Employee Stock Ownership
.40IK Retirement
Program
•Group Health Insurance

Successful candidates must possess:
Strong interpersonal communication
skills, both oral and written. Experience in
purchasing and/or the automotive industry would be a plus, but not required.
Some travel would be required. Degree
Preferred. Salary commensurate with
experience.
Must be willing to work flexible hours.
Please send resumes to:
HR Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242
PML, Inc. is an EEOC Employer

Registered Nurse
CRITICAL CARE UNIT
Full-time, 7 p.m. - 7 a.m.
Current ACLS & a minimum of 3-5 years
cntical care experience required.
Registered Nurse or
Licensed Practical Nurse
MEDICALJSURGICAL UNIT
Full-time, 7 p.m. - 7 a.m., Current BLS

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4441
EOE MIFN1D

RN
Full Time RN opening for the
7 pm - 7 am Shift Sat. - Sun.
with Tues. - Fri. Schedule off!
This position includes a
12 bonus every weekend

Interested Nurses should
apply or call:
Heritage Manor
401 Indiana Avenue
Mayfield,KY 42066
270-247-0200

Adecco
THE EMPLOYMENT PEOPLE

CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION:
*Part-Time Receptionist Position in the Murray
area
•Must have excellent phone and customer
service skills
0•Basic skills in MS Word & MS Excel required
•Hours are 10 a.m. - 2:30 p m., M-F. $7.50 per
hour
Call 270-575-0510 or 1-800-403-9970
to set up an appointment.

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends
Apply at

MANAGER Position open
Make your own hours and
income potential Sales in
Satellite service, Wireless
phone service, etc For
more details on how to become your own boss, call
Penny 1-866-249-0693 or
Georgia (270) 331-6253.

217 S. 12th St.. Murray

Sonic Drive In
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
RN needed Preferable
with Oncology experience
For part or full time. Send
resume to PO Box 630.
Murray, Ky 42071
OVER the road Drivers
needed, home most weekends. Send resume to
P.O. Box 528 Murray. KY
42071

DOWNTOWN 38R. IBA
Central Gas Heat &
gas logs, all appliances,
no pets. $500 month rent
+ 1 month deposit. (Day)
753-2733 (Night) 4354636

[ ledger a Times
ciassiiiess
270-753-1916

TECHNICS Digital Piano
for sale Visit
httpv/webpages charter ne
Udonsno/piano.htm for details. 7.7-9944

Position Available

1998 Dutch 16x60 2br
Like new 2x6 walls, North
ern insulation package
double pain windows. Lo
cated
in
Draffenville
$16,500. 884-798
1999 3br, 2 bath Fleetwood triplewide 1955 sq.
ft. 14x30 deck. 2 acres.
436-5277
LOT & 28x68 Franklin 3BR
2Ba, excellent condition.
Must sell make offer. 7532452 after 5.00.
RELIANCE Homes Inc.
4br 2 bath with fireplace
over 1.800 sq ft. New
double wide home. Set up
delivery & NC. $38.900 2
miles North of Murray on
Hwy 641.
270)767-9442

Apply in Person Tuesday thru Friday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
1000 Old Murray Road, Paris, TN
"People Caring For People"

Lot

4 S

060

120
Help Wanted

Computers

OPENING for Entry-level
Software
Engineer
Skills: VB required; SQL
and ASP desired. Fulltime preferred. but Parttime considered
FIT
Benefits: 18 paid days
off/yr., health insurance.
Submit resume to

Large Selection

NEW
COMPUTERS
Keller's
Computer Place
436-5933

jasonopQw_e_rsiaim com

Want to Buy

or Hawkins Research,
Inc.,1304 Chestnut St.
Ste E., Murray, KY 42071,
(270) 753-7001.

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray
PEPSI Mid America is the
heaters, air
largest independent bottler ELECTRIC
in the nation, and is a sta- conditioners, used carpetrefrigerators
and
ble, growing company that ing,
otters a competitive wage stoves 753-4109
WANT to buy small busiand benefits package.
In response to the intro- ness in or near Murray.
duction of Pepsi Blue. Red Reply to PO Box 1309.
Fusion, Gatorade, dnL, Mt. Murray. Ky. 42071
Dew Code Red, SOBE. WANT to buy: Old Coins &
and Dole Juices, among Silver Coins. Call (270)
others, we are currently 759-4412.
accepting applications for
150
Route Salesmen.
Articles
Duties would include prodFor Sale
uct delivery, merchandising, and customer service.
CABLE
Applicants should have a Prices on the rise again'>
good driving record, excel- Get a Dish Network satellent customer service lite system FREE.
installed
skills, and a strong work FREE. Get America's
Top
ethic. A CDL is preferred, 50 channels for only
but not required.
$24 99 per month Prices
Contact Terri or forward guaranteed until January
your resume to.
2005 For more informaPepsi Mid America
tion, Call Beasley's at 7591431 U.S. Hwy_ 641 North 0901 or toll free
877-455Benton, KY 42025
0901. Before getting a satPhone: 270-527-5088
ellite system, check out
Fax: 270-527-5453
the service department.
Email: kvtnhrmgr@fizzbizz.com
COMPUTER desk solid
Or apply online at
oak with shelve storage
www.fizzbizz.corn
and keyboard, tower, and
printer storage 753-9930
THE
Murray-Calloway
County Parks is hiring seaL.P. Gas Refills
sonal maintenance workNew 100 LB cyl,
ers to work 20-40 hours
and opd valve in stock
per week. Must be availaB&B Broker
ble to work weekends and
753-4389
holidays. Pay will depend
160
on experience and skills
Home Furnishings
Employee must possess a
valid KY drivers license
Applications are available
A Fabulous February
at the park office at 900
Furniture Sale
Payne Street between 8 is happening at Memory
am- 4 pm.
Lane in Hazel, KY All
Merchandise 10% off over
090
$20. selected vendor disDomestic & Childcare
count up to 50% off Monday Through Saturday 10 5, Sun 1 - 5
CLEARVIEW
(270)492-8646
Child Care Center
Now registering
for March enrollment.
REMODELING SALE
Full or parttime
•Couch-$100 00
slots available
*Couch
w/hicle-a-bedState pay welcome.
$200 00
(270)354-5290
•Chair-$25 00
*Coffee table & end taTUTORING
bles-$75 00
Teacher Certified
•Entertainment
CenterAll ages /subjects
$10000
Emphasis
•Girl's Twin bed & maton organizing and
tress set with matching
study skills.
dresser w/ mirror-$250 00
Home School assistance
•Full size brass headboard
Free Consultation
w/rails-$50 00
767-9585.
*Computer desk-$50.00.
WE do housecleaning, Call 759-8092
please call 753-1016
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom, No pets 7539866 For rent or sale
2BR $235 per month, 5
miles NE of Wal-Mart
556.6868
Business Rentals
LEASE: 7,000 Sq. Ft. Office Space. 10 private offices, 1 boardroom, 3 bathrooms, large work area, 1
block from new courthouse
on 4th St. Call 994-7701
320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment nea
downtown, part of utilities
paid $250/month 7535341 (day) 767-9503
(night)
1 Bedroom apartment near
MSU No_pets 753-5980
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
200/mo 753-4109
1 year old 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath. All appliance &
Washer & Dryer (270)
753-7903 or 753-7813
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid $285
month plus deposit Near
downtown. 753-3646
1BR Apartment, University
Heights All appliances.
lease Lease, Deposit, no
pets. $325. 753-4937 M-F
11-5
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
I BR upstairs furnished
Apartment down town.
W/D, water and trash furnished Lease, deposit. no
pets $275 753-4937 M-F
8-5
2 Bedroom Brick duplex,
City school district, family
oriented
neighborhood,
pets with additional deposit 1375 DEL 25.3-R854
2 Bedroom Brick Duplex,
TVA approved, very economical. C/H/A. mowing

$S Rented $$

•2 Bedroom Duplex on
Glendale Road $425.00
190
month Available Feb 1
Farm Equipment
759-5885.
2 Bedroom Townhouses
1966 Grain Truck Fo $300 00 month
Sale. 327 Eng Hoist, 2 Also 3 bedroom, very nice
speed axel $2.000 Call Townhouse, all appliances Coleman RE 759753-6988
4118
ri em a
/Li A ••••••
210
Firewood

$$ Rented $$
tai uiatI44.4413.1-

FIREWOOD 489-2989

320
Apartments For Rent

Musical

Help Wanted

Buyer

FT Receptionist for medical office Must be multitasking with excellent communication skills. Keyboarding and filing required. Send resume with
references to P.O. Box
1040-R, Murray, KY 42071

_ Help Wanted
I
HOLLEY Office Products
and Radio Shack seeking PHYSICAL Therapist/PTA
career oriented people for Outpatient Orthopedic experience preferred Henry
Sales & Service position
Electronic knowledge a Co Wound & Rehab 107
plus Send resume to PO. Memorial Dr Paris, Tenn
38242 (731) 641-0002 or
Box 938 Benton, KYT fax
to (731) 641-0030
42025

Wanted

Paris Manor Nursing Center

060
Help Wanted

220

060
Help

PML,Inc.
is seeking a

We offer excellent benefit packages to our employees & encourage you to become a member of our
Exceptional Team. If you meet the qualifications submit your resume or complete an application in
JPMC's Human Resources Department.

rw kW ME,49n3,9.>22.. 1,56

Notice

060

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

VISA

Storage Rentals

2 BR Duplex, good neighborhood,
$385.00
Month/$385.00 deposit, no
pets 435-4003
ALL SIZE UNITS
2 BR+ Deluxe Duplex,
AVAILABLE
Fireplace & Wheel chair
753-3853
accessible 759-4118 Coleman RE
2-2 Bedroom Duplexes, PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
clean. appliances. 436storage
5685
*Security alarmed
2BR Apt, some utilities
*Safe & clean
paid W/D available No
•We sell boxes!
pets 767-9037
•We rent U-Hauls
2BR duplex 5 miles Almo
*Heated Boat &
Stove Refrigerator, W/D.
RV Storage
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-9600
$365 753-4937 M-F 8-5
380
2BR Duplex at 1300 ValPets & Supplies
leywood Dr $375/mo
759-4406
AKC Pembroke Welch
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Corgi(s),
Coleman RE 759-4118
759-1425(W),
4br, Diuguid Drive. ColeInfo at www.hodgetax.com
man RE 759-4118.
BEAUTIFUL Large 2 Bed- AKC Registered Chihuaroom, 2 full Baths, garage, hua. All papers & shots
all appliances including $350.00. 3 Males. 474Washer & Dryer & built in 9798
microwave Located on
AKC SHIH-TZU puppies
quiet cul-de-sac. 759$300 489-2250.
5885
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
BRAND new 2br. 2 bath
436-2858.
water and trash included,
appliances. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
CLEAN & Redecorated in HAY grass Hay in barn
quite area near University Kirksey. 489-2740
& grocery, appliances
REGISTERED
spotted
$375 per month. 753saddle horses for sale, all
E1096
ages. 1 Quarter horse
CLEAN 1 Bedroom apartgentle. excellent team
ment, Appliances furnishpenner. 382-3209
ed including W/D $325.00
a month, no pets. Call
Real Estate
436-5496
EXCEPTIONAL 2br Townhouse. Washer & Dryer 2 Acre lot in Rock house
furnished. $4601 mo. Call Creek Subdivision 34x72
tooter included 759-9695
519-0599
FORREST View Apart- nights
COMPLETE AUCTION
ments 1213 N 16th St.,
SERVICE
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses. basic
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
rent $3451 month. Call
270-753-5086
753-1970 Leave MesRoger Stubblefield
sage Equal Housing OpAuctioneer
portunity
270-527-2931
HWY 641S 2br clean, quiet, C/H/A, laundry hookup No pets References,
440
deposit Must see 492Lots For Sale
8634
NEAR University-Extra LOTS for sale on Hwy
large 2B/R apt Large liv- 280 and Reiman
Rd east
ing room Kitchen-dinette of Murray
Some directly
combo. Central elec. H/A. across from
East ElemenRange, refrigerator, dis- tary. For more information
poser, dishwasherwasher- call 753-8151
or 753-5976
dryer hookup $200 Deposit-5350 Mo. ($250 1st
Acreage
mo.)_753-4560 M-F 9-5.
NICE 2 BR Brick w/fenced
38 Acres South of Murray
backyard. mowing furnish121 go to 444 across
ed. C/H/A, W/D, RefrigeraBlood
River
Baptist
tor, Stove, D/W $425
Church Property. 4 miles
month. $425 Deposit.
to public Boat ramp Could
1906 Westwood Drive
divide. Good Deer hunting
759-4717 or 556-8382.
Day phone (270) 860-1311
NICE 2br furnished apt
Night (270) 436-2921.
C/H/A Close to MSU
89 2 surveyed
acres
Coleman RE 759-4118
Trees arid hilts 1/2 mile
RED OAKS APTS.
from KY Lake near New
Special
Concord/Hamlin
$100 Deposit
$499
per
acre
1BR From $280
Owner/Agent (270) 753
2BR From $325
8251 (270) 559-3272
Call Today,
460
753-8668
Homes For Sale

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, C/H/A. Wash
er & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit. 753-2259
or 527-8174.

3 Bedroom Duplex for
sale 1701 Haven Meadow
Ct Call 759-0528
3 BR, 1 Ba on Cul-de-sac,
Fenced yard & deck All
new appliances in 2000
Priced in 60's 759-1794

3BR 1Ba, new windows
doors, roof this year, located on Hwy 1824 Asking
$50.000 moving out of
state. 753-8566.
SOUTH Hazel 3BR 2 517 South 7th Street, 2
Bath $350 month rent + Bedroom, must sell, make
deposit lease + references otter 753-2452 after 5 00
492-8526
MOTIVATED
seller
38r/2Ba in Sherwood For
360
est Approx 2.000 total
Storage Rentals
square feet, updated kitchen and bathrooms. brick &
CREEKVIEW STORAGE vinyl exterior In county on
$20-$40 On Center Dnve
cul-de-sac with city utilitBehind Tom's Grille
ies, low 80's 877-810759-4081
2825.
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, large
double garage, nice, available now Coleman RE
759-4118

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

NICE older home. 2br, 1
bath, large shop in county
Call before 9pm $61 500
474-0202
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REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
March 8, 2003
Brinn Road (North 16th Ext.) and Coles Campground Road
Murray, Kentucky
Real Estate Offered at 12 Noon
110 acres +/- of Prime Real Estate being offered in tracts
and combinations.

The 40 acre +/- tract of land has 2640 ft of road frontage on Brinn Road
and 660 ft. of frontage on Coles Campground Road. This tract also ha.,
a 3 bedroom, 1 bath house fronting Coles Campground Road.
The 70 acre +/- tract of land has approx. 1120 ft. of road frontage on
Coles Campground Road and approx. 1130 ft. of road frontage on
Walston Road. This tract also has a 3 bedroom, 1 bath house, tobacco
barn, milk barn, and equipment storage
Make all your inspections prior to sale date. Any house built before 1978
may contain lead base paint.
Terms on Real Estate: 10% down of selling price with a minimum of
$3.000 on any tract. Balance due in 30 days from auction. Photo not to
scale. Lines on photo are for general boundary lines only. Not responsible for accidents. Watch up coming ads for more information and personal property listing. Contact us for more information or to discuss your
auction needs.

Terry D. Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall Broker and Auctioneer 270-767-9223
Dan Miller Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4144
Darrell Beane Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4420

r_r3

ciilor3

clt1
"D

ABSOLUTE

5

LAND AUCTION
Saturday, March 1, 2003• 10:00 A.M.
FARM LOCATION: HIGHWAY 94 SEDALIA, KENTUCKY

15

INCOME PRODUCING FARMLAND & CRP GROUND.

250.93 ACRES
IN 15 TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS
Farmland - Gravel Pits - Hunting - Building Tracts - Tobacco Barns
Country Home, Tobacco Barns, Hunting. Beautiful Building Sites On Both
Sides Of Hwy. 94. And Productive Farmland. This 250 Acres Has
aS
Unlimited Potential. This Is An Excellent Opportunity To Put Your Money
'D
To Work With 157± Acres Of Farmland. FSA Annual Payment On 104
Acres CRP $8,235 Dollars.
LAND THE WISE INVESTMENT!!!

,9

REAL ESTATE: REAL ESTATE: IS Tracts of Land. Tracts Range From 2
Acres To 99 Acres. Country Home On 2 Acres. Fire Cured Tobacco Barn, 2
Gravel Pits. & Beautiful Home Sites..
REAL ESTATE TERMS: l5r7r DOWN DAY OF SALE BALANCE IN
30 DAYS.
TOBACCO BASES. I .7 I ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE & .21
ACRES OF AIR CURED WILL SELL SEPARATE FROM THE LAND. PAYMENT
IN FULL DAY OF SALE.
S,
TOBACCO STICKS. 2000: STICKS
HUY ANY TRACT COMBINATION. OR ENTIRE PROPERTY

5

1

AUCTION HELD AT SEDALIA RESTAURANT.
Call For Detailed Brochure!
Visit Our Websits-: www.harrisauctions.com

s

,, HARRIS
(270)
247-3253

Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

18001
380-4318

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER
C
CIIVI-3
r._Pr_IOMIMP
LIEPLIUPcPc_IMPLP
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Homes For Sale

Homes For Sale

irt7
On*'IA= IMF 1.11
•

ooh
YOt, SHOW US:
•Average credo (not perfect)• Steady income hIStof
WE SHOW YOU:
•I00% loan, no money down • Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixexl rate 30 yr

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett•Jacquelyn %anon •Party Rude.,
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

C%
tICI

1

42
Homes For Sale

NEAR KY Lake 1 Bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 1.67
acres
2 outbuildings,
$ 4 4 , 9 0 0 .
http://128.173 184 . 249/hou
se/(540)626-6169
470
Motorcycles 8 AN a
2002
H D.
Sportste
1200c. 4.000 miles, Pear
White. 10.000/otter 753
6387

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

•SAWMILL $3895. NEW
SUPER LUMBERMATE
2000. Larger capacities,
options. ATV accessories,
edgers skidders. www.norwoodindustries com
Services Offered
Norwood Industries, 252
A
affordable
hauling, Sonwil Drive, Buffalo, NY
cleaning out garages, at- 14225. 1-800-578-1363
tics, gutters, junk, tree Free Information ext300-N
work 436-5141
FOR SALE
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out sheds, *COMPLETE DIRECTOgutters, junk, tree work RY OF KENTUCKY
NEWSPAPERS is avail436-2867
able for $25 from
A-1 Tree Service
Kentucky Press
Stump Removal.
Association, 101
492-8737,
Consumer Lane,
437-3044
Frankfort, KY 40601. Price
Free Estimates
includes shipping and
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
handling.
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
-BUY FACTORY DIRECT
Garages. Pole Barns, MetWOLFF TANNING BEDS
al Buildings, Fencing
Payments From
Quality Workmanship.
$25/Month FREE Color
Licensed
Catalog. Call Today 1-800753-7860 753-1194
842-1310.
AFFORDABLE Mower rewww.np.etstan.com
pair. tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup, delivery. 436- -FREE 2ROOM DIRECTV
2867
SYSTEM INCLUDING
ALL CARPENTRY
INSTALLATION! 3 months
Homes, add on's,
Free HBO & Cinemax-$66
garages,
value! Access 225+chanpole barns, decks,
nels! Digital-quality picvinyl siding.
ture/sound' Packages
Home & Mobile Home
$31.99/mo. Limited Offer.
repair
1-800-208-4617
Water damage
HELP WANTED
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
-AVON-Entrepreneur
753-0353
wanted Must be willing to
ALL Carpentry Service
work whenever you want,
From Foundation to
be your own boss, and
Finish
enjoy unlimited earnings
18Yrs experience
Let's talk 888-942-4053
New Construction.
Remodeling* Repairs*
.HERDSMAN-Virginia
Concrete Work
Cow/Calf operation_
AGC Certified
Responsible, self-motivat435-4272
ed, detailed record keepALTERNATOR & Starter ing, minimal supervision,
Repairs. Corner of 94E/In- decision making, assist
management with all
dustrial Rd 339-9358
aspects Experience
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
required Fax resume 540
ROY HILL.
825-8578
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
85 Chevy SWB, 350, 350
turbo, $2,900 080. 7670446.

ATTENTION: INVESTORS. FARMERS. HUNTERS, LAND BUYERS

'a

-TIDAL WAVE OF
OPPORTUNITY-Brand
1999 Ford Ranger Pickup, new company with hot
4x2, Green, Tan interior, products offers an exciting
5spd. AM-FM-CD, 54,000 business opportunity to
miles $5,500.00 Call Deb- develop your own
bie at 753-5500 M-F 8A- local/national homebased
business. Strong support
5P or 753-6344
system Low start-up cost,
1999 Ranger V-6. 5investment of $49.95. 1speed, Nice Truck, 51,000
800-901-9953:
miles XLT. $6,500. Call
www.ndethewave.info
753-6988

5900sachi59,322.9____

mile west of Tri City & 1.5 miles east of Lynnville. KY)

12 Miles SE of Mayfield, KY - 12 Miles W of Murray. KY
- 18 Miles E of Fulton, KY

i

FOR Sale 2003 Ford Ex CALL J&D Motors for your
cursion Ltrnited-Like new mechanic needs-Motorsand loaded Diesel, 10.000 Trans-Tune-ups-Brakes
miles 80 hp chip, 4" tail- Fuel Pumps-A/C work
pipe tow package, black Call 753-6988
with tan leather interior CARPORTS Starting at
List
$51,700
asking $675 installed Roy Hill
$39,500 Call (270) 753- (270)436-2113
0732 and ask for Jim or
CHEAP Tree Work
D vid
Tree Removal
Lare Care
Pressure Washing
Free Estimates
1990 Century, one owner,
Eric Payton
$3.500, low miles 402 So
759-9199
16th
CHRIS -N- Fnenos
Tree and bush removal
1998 Nissan Maxima SE
white, leather interior,
Gutter Cleaning
moonroof, all accessories
Free Estimates
Chris Freeman
No body damage or paint
762-4983
work Serviced factory recommended intervals, facFUTRELL'S Tree Service
tory powertrain warranty Trimming, removal, stump
up to 100,000 miles Ex- gnnding, firewood Insurcellent condition 76,xxx ed 489-2839
rtmes $11.500
HANDYMAN! We do what
270-752-0405 Daytime,
you don't have time to:
753-8990 nights.
Sidewalks, patio's, driveways. decks, general
.2000 Nissan X-Terra
759-3229
4-Door, SUV, 4x4, 30K rnaint an thi
HAULING
nice $13,500.
Cleaning out garages
•97 Explorer Sport 4x4
sheds, carport atics
White, 2-Door, sharp
and storage
$5,500
753-2555
-97 Ford Taurus, 90K,
Luke Lamb
local trade $3,750
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
•94 Grand Am White,
PAINTING
4-Door. $1,950
'For all residential and
•94 Ranger V-6, Auto,
small commercial
New tires $2,450
painting needs
.93 Astro Ext, Extra Clean,
-Interior & Exterior
Front & Rear A/C. loaded
•Custom spraying for
$2.750
lawn/patio furniture
Call 753-1522
Louver doors (shutters
•No job too small
•92 Buick LeSabre $3,200.
-Free estimates
•74 Chev. 3/4 Ton Truck.
Please call 753-8858
$1_40(1 75'3-8630
94 Nissan Altima for sale,
SHUPE Nurseries
132,xxx miles. $2,200.
Landscaping & Design
767-0583
service.
-95 Dodge Intrepid ES
Sedalia. KY
$3,500.00.
(270) 32841486.
.4 Dodge factory chrome
SUREWAY
wheels with LT 245/75 R/6
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Tires.
Insured with full line of
-4 Goodyear Eagle GT II
equipment.
P 285/60 1416
492-8814
Free estimates
LINCOLN LS V8 maroon,
753-5484.
clean, every option availaWALTERS
ble new tires. 57K Must
CONTRACTING
sell, call and make offer DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
$17,000.994-0178
Siding, Addition, sand Remodeling. Quality Work.
Vans
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 7532592.
1999 Mercury Village
Van, Green & Silver, Gray
Interior, Dual Sliders, Rear
Air, Loaded, 46,000 miles,
Statewide
Classifieds
remote starter. $9,000.
Call Debbie at 753-5500
BUSINESS
M-F 8A-5P or 753-6344.
OPPORTUNITIES

77 Ford XLT, Good work
truck . Good condition.

SIGNS POSTED!
(1

630
Somata Ottered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)436-5277

Roofing Meta(
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck •All External Cleaning

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Dnvesvays

#1 & #2 available in most colors

David Borders

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

ree Service
, 270-753-2555
4)'I 800-611-6854

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

=Luke Lamb=

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price
CERAmic TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD•CARPET

Kitchen Counter Tops-Fireplaces-Bathroom%

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

IIAMILT
0
Ar

WE DO!

Since 1963

Over 34 `e?r157
E.
7
,riecice
8

Visit Our Showroom Today

We cut, shape & polish granite.
Buy direct and save.

8a
0

Phone 270-753-8087
Mobile 270-559-7092
3301 State Route 121 N
Fax 270-753-9450
jhamilton @mchsi.com
Murray. KY 42071

Tom

ttirr.

GENERAL I
767-9036

Starting at S12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

CONTRACTING
994-0388

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors,
All Types of Roofing and Skylights
Quality References Available

Statewide
Classifieds
•HOME BASED BUSINESS Put your computer
to work. Earn up to $1.500
per/month PT.$5,000
per/month FT Free information booklet. Call 1800-315-7435 or www
work41self.net
•IDEAL GIFTS by
FRIENDLY Toys & Gifts.
Sensational spring catalog
and Discount Sale
Catalogs are out. Free
catalogs, hostess and
advisor information available. 1-800-488-4875,
www/friendlyhome.corn
-NATIONAL PUBLISHING
Company looking for
Sales Representative in
Kentucky. Willing to travel
Monday-Friday
Commission Position.
Company average pays
$720/week. Call 800-2256368 Ext. 333.
•$$$WEEKLY$$$
Distributing Merchandise
on eBay. We supply
Product, No inventory. No
experience required. Call
today for more info. 1-800568-1636 ext. 4763.
HOME IMPROVEMENT

-HAS YOUR BUILDING
SHIFTED? Structural
repairs of barns, houses
and garages. Call
Woodford Bros., Inc, for
straightening, leveling,
foundation and wood
frame repairs. 1-800-OLDBARN WW1..., 1 -800-OLDBARN COM
MEDICAL
-MEDICARE PATIENTS
USING INHALERS
Albuterol-AtroventCombivent-SereventAzmacort-Flovent and
Others. Having Difficulty
Breathe Easy Again,
Medicare covered liquid
therapy may be available
if you qualify. MED-ASAVE 1-800-224-1919 ext
KY0603
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
-LAKE LOG HOME 5
Acres/$59.900 NEW! 125u
sq tt log home package
on Lake Cumberland, KY
gorgeous setting, great
views, hardwoods. lake
access, paved roads. u/g
utilities, water, financing
Call Toll Free (800) 770
9311 ext. 885
•RIVERFRONT LOG
CABIN $49,900 Authent«
log cabin on one of
Kentucky's best trout fish
mg rivers Must see!
Financing Call now 1800-732-6601 ext 581

Check us out on the Web!

- I-1/2 Mies Sowil of Ilurne io Tan Tenor Rae Rtgro 1500 yards. XI
T'LE • C
.7 TILE • ';YL •HARD.'' '- • ARPET
-4

LOTS FOR SALE

VANCE

Used Trucks

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
*Illy Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays
BrE)..PciMPLPLO.MPLIO.Pc_Pc_ronc_rcro_Pc_PcJW_Pcc_13
'3

185
Sport Utility Vehicles

Also top sod and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds
RESORTS RENTALS

-ATTENTION: 15 DAY
CDL TRAINING Top
National Carriers are hiring our graduates. No
experience necessary!
Learn to drive and earn
big bucks plus benefits. 1800-607-3545.

•A BEAUTIFUL. COMPLETE SMOKY MOUNTAIN WEDDING. Original
Log Wedding Chapel.
Everything provided: photos, video, flowers, formal
wear, cabins. Smokies
best value. 1-800-2625683. www.smokymtnweddingchapels.com

-MAKE MORE MONEY! 1year experience with a
Class A CDL pays $ 37
per mile! More experience
pays more! You deserve
this! HEARTLAND
EXPRESS 1-800-4414953 www.hearlandexpress corn

'CATCH YOU ON THE
FLIP FLOP-CFI is now hiring company *Owner
Operators *Singles and
Teams *Loads with miles
available immediately! Ask
about our spouse-training
program. Call 1-800-CFIDRIVE www.cfidrive.com.

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
-DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
ACADEMY-16 Day COL
AND HAZ/MAT TRAINING Free Job-Placement
& Refresher Courses
Travel for a Living 1-800883-0171 DELTAACADEMY COM
•DRIVER-sign-On Bonus
w/experience. Most drivers
home weekends. Start up
to 35¢/mile+ extra pay.
Full benefits, Assigned
trucks. Min. 6 months exp.
800-441-4271 ext.-ET135.
-DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER New Model
Conventional Tractors
•Quality Home Time •Full
Benefits *Regional & OTR
Positions. NO STUDENTS, ARCTIC
EXPRESS, Hilliard, OH
43026, 1-800-927-0431.
WWW.ARCTICEXPRESS.COM

Statewide
Classifi.:•ds

-MIDWEST REGIONAL
Flatbed Carrier, looking for
owner operators to run
freight in your area! Low
Deadhead. Return freight
available, paid twice a
week. No upfront money
Trailers available. No age
restriction on tractors
•DRIVERELease purchase Lease purchase also
opportunities! Lowest pay- available. For more info
call Randy or Stacy 1-800ments in the industry!
Average 964z/loaded mile! 611-3763. CRST Flatbed
EOE Call Tony or Justin 1-OWNER OPERATORS.
800-767-6918.
$120,000+ per year. Paid
www.JoinCRST.com
plates & permits. No NYC.
CRST Van Expedited
95% no touch. $500 Sign
-DRIVER: Lease/Purchase On Bonus! Barr Nunn
Transportation. 1-866-207Program Now Available!
Earn $.82 cpm. No Credit 5479.
Check, $0 Down. CDL and
One Year OTR Required. ,'START 2003
With Epes
Apply Today! 1-877-560Home Weekends,
8829. www.robersonCompany Drivers up to
drivers.com. EOE.
$.36 (includes bonuses);
Owner Operators and
-DRIVER-COVENANT
Lease Purchase $.83
TRANSPORT-Hiring
Experienced Teams. Solos w/incentives saving additional $9.9/mile. CDL-A, 2
and Trainers, 0/0Solos/Teams 83e. We are years OTR experience
required. 1-800-948-6766,
looking for experienced
www.epestransport.com.
teams to run priority dispatch. Call 1-888-MOREPAY (1-888-667-3729)

How To
Place
Your
Classified
Ad...
BY PHONE
270-753-1916

BY FAX
270-753-1927

BY INTERNET
www.murrayledger.com

BY E-MAIL
mlt@murrayledger.com

BY PERSON
1001 Whitnell Ave.

BY MAIL
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I diaagree with the er-in-law to hop in the back. Shame
10 years ago
advice you gave to "Afraid to Speak on you I'm a real man,- and a real
Published
is a picture of "Nurse
DEAR DR. GOTT Because my cho
Up in PhiIly," the woman who man is also a gentleman.
Goodbody,"
portrayed
by Murraylesterol level is very high (57O), my
resented her husband's mother sitC.S.K., RICHMOND,VA.
Calloway County Hospital Admindoctor prescribed Lopid. However, I
ting in the front seat of the car
note that this drug can cause acute
when they went on a long trip.
DEAR C.S.K.: Mea culpa! I istrator Stuart Poston, serving his
appendicitis and gallstones, so I am
table at the second annual Heart
When we had this situation in don't know how I missed that.
reluctant to use it. On the other hand,
our family, I always insisted my
Fund Celebrity dinner held at HoliI can't afford premature heart dismother-in-law have the front seat
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the day Inn to help support the Ameriease. Do I have other options?
next to her son for several reasons:
wife who resents sitting in the back.
can Heart Association. More than
(1)It's a matter of respect.
DEAR READER: A good question
If the wife can drive, she should ask
150 people were presented and
(2)It gives her a chance to be near her husband to sit in the back and
that once again brings into play the
Cholesterol."
$5,500 was raised. The photo was
risk/benefit ratio of medication. The Report "Understanding like a copy her child and maybe give him an see how he likes it.
affectionate pat during conversation.
incidence of appendicitis and gall- Other readers who would
G.R.W., UNION CITY, N.J. by Staff Photographer Stacey
a long, self-addressed,
(3) And don't forget that age often
Crook.
stones from Lopid therapy is truly should sendenvelope
and $2 to brings with it impaired hearing,
small, probably in the range of less stamped
DEAR ABBY: Why is she comBirths reported include a girl to
Wickliffe,
P.O.
Box
167,
Newsletter,
which does not enhance communica- plaining about sitting in the back? Kimberly and William Wilson, Feb.
than 1 percent of the patients.
44092. Be sure to mention the title. tion from the front seat to the back.
OH
The passenger seat is known collo- 7, and a boy to Donna and John
In contrast, your cholesterol is very
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have active
These are precious times for her quially as the "death seat"!
significant and places you at an unac- rheumatoid
Gream, Feb. 8.
arthritis and am a border- to be with her son. "Afraid to Speak
SMILING IN THE BACK SEAT
ceptably high risk for heart disease and
include
medications
diabetic.
My
20 years ago
line
Up" will have him all to herself
vascular problems. Thus, in my view,
Glucotrol. My right when his mother is gone.
and
prednisone
John Twomey spoke about "InDEAR
ABBY:
I
medication
are
sense
there
are
the hazards of the
painful and makes a popping
ANN IN SANTA ANA,CALIF. other factors at work in that vestment and Financial Preparation
exceeded by the negative consequences hip is
I walk up stairs. I've had
woman's relationship with her for the Senior Years" at a meeting
of high cholesterol. (Authorities have noise when
my right foot amputattoes
on
all
the
DEAR ANN: You are not the mother-in-law thew "sitting in the' of the Murray Branch of American
concluded that cholesterol levels should
ed and a blood clot flushed out of the, only reader who wrote ,to tell back seat." There May be insecurity
be 200 mg. or less.)
arteries in my right leg. What can I me my answer stank I received or jealousy involved. What's the Association ofUniiiersity.Women.
Obviously, you should follow a low- expect to go on the blink next?
Births reported include a girl to
hundreds. Read on:
harm in letting her sit in front? Let
fat diet and exercise regularly. But I
Mr.
and Mrs. Randy McNutt, Jan.
is as
guess
Your
READER:
DEAR
her feel she still has a special place
think that you need medication as
31; a girl to Greg and Cathy Boyour basic
However,
mine.
good
as
DEAR
ABBY:
When
my
mother
in
her
son's
life.
well. So, my advice is to continue the
appears to be deficient circuI commend this couple for taking gard, Feb. 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lopid, follow your doctor's instruc- problem I predict that your other leg was alive and we were in the car
with my brother, his wife always his mother to dinner, shopping, etc. Carl Wagler, Feb. 4.
tions and monitor your cholesterol lation, so
some future difficulties.
Published is a picture of Ronnie
levels with blood tests. If the drug may give youthat good control of your sat in the back seat while Mother They shouldn't spoil such gestures
Remember
sat up front. It was easier for her to of thoughtfulness with pettiness.
fails to reduce your cholesterol approGreen, Game Green and Jerry Bibb
medica- get in and out.
diet
and
(through
sugar
blood
BEEN THERE IN HAWAII with their limit of quail taken while
priately, I would definitely urge you to
is important to prevent the comBUB IN SAN DIEGO
be seen in a cholesterol clinic; such tion)
on a recent hunt in Calloway
plications of diabetes, so follow your
DEAR BEEN THERE AND
specialty resources are generally doctor's instructions. Also, because
County.
DEAR ABBY: I have never writ- DEAR READERS: So there you
available through medical centers and prednisone will worsen diabetes, ask ten to you before, but I had a have it. I
30 years ago
would flagellate with a
teaching hospitals.
him about substituting another drug, heartfelt reaction to the woman wet noodle, but I left it in the
Arlie Scott, associate professor
To give you related information, I such as Vioxx, Plaquenil or gold ther- who complained about her mother- back seat.
of agriculture at Murray State Uniam sending you a copy of my Health apy.
in-law sitting next to her son
versity, has been named as recipient
***
Finally, make certain that you check during the road trip. First of all, I
of the L.P. Gas Award as "OutDear Abby is written by Abigail
in periodically with an ophthalmolo- compliment this couple for taking
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne standing 4-H Man Leader in the
gist. Diabetes can affect the eyes, and the time to visit and care for the Phillips, and was
founded by her mother, State of Kentucky."
you don't want them to go on the needs of this mother-in-law. Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
In high school basketball games,
Secondly,
the
Scriptures
say,
pun.
blink. Sorry for the
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Calloway
Lakers won over Benton
"Honor
thy
father
and
mother
that
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For four months,
Indians and Murray Tigers lost to
I have been on your "no flour, no it may be well with thee and that
North Marshall Jets. High team
sugar" diet, with remarkable results; I thou mayest live long upon the
have lost more than 20 pounds — and earth." Honor her by allowing her
it was easy. I'm committed. However, to sit next to her son. The kindness
CONTRACT BRIDGE
I've also noticed a tendency to consti- will return to you. Sign me ...
LOVE
IS
ALWAYS
pation, which I've treated with
THE ANSWER
Senakot. Could the virtual elimination
of carbohydrates have led to this
DEAR ABBY: Your reply to the
bowel problem?
wife
competing with her mother-in- West dealer.
jack from dummy. But this precise
DEAR READER: In theory, yes.
holding was extremely unlikely, and
However, if you continue on my diet, law for seating in the car was Neither side vulnerable.
West's underlead of the ace should
NORTH
you will be consuming appropriate wrong! Are these people rednecks
therefore be regarded at the very
•K Q 1032
amounts of vegetable fiber, which with no manners?
If that husband is any kind of
should aid your evacuation. Try conQ J 98
least as overly imaginative.
suming more fluids, especially fruit gentleman, he will not allow his
In the actual case, declarer was
•8
juices. For the time being, use of mother to get into the car without
greatly helped by the lead. When
*A 72
opening and holding her door for
Senakot is OK.
dummy's queen of spades held the
EAST
WEST
her — like any gentleman does. You •A 6 4
first trick, South was able to discard
46J 9 8 7 5
Copyright 2003. Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
advised the woman to tell her moth111064
a heart from his hand and so avoid a
K 732
potential heart loser.
•A 10
•Q
Declarer then led the eight of
C",:b IIVI
+Q 10 8 6 5
*J 94
trumps from dummy. After East proSOUTH
L_CI f•J CS I E.
duced the ten, South had to solve the
4—
problem of whether East had the QIf A 5
10 Of A-10 of trumps — the only
•K J 9 7 6 5 4 3 2
holdings that would allow the slam
•K3
to be made, provided South guessed
The bidding:
correctly. In the former case, the jack
South
North East
West
would be the winning play; in the lat2•
i4
Pass
Pass
Pass
4•
ter case, the king would be right.
Pass
2 IP
6•
South found the winning play
Pass
Pass
5•
without much difficulty. He put up
Opening lead — four of spades.
Insanity is surely a liability at the the king, caught West's singleton
bridge table, though it must be queen and so made the slam.
Declarer's reasoning was simple
acknowledged that a crazy bid or
play will occasionally score a enough. South concluded that
although West might have been
resounding success.
Consider this deal where West, slightly off his rocker to have underapparently suffering from delusions led the ace of spades at trick one, he
ANT"liv
ofgrandeur,chose a low spade as his could hardly have been crazy enough
opening lead. This might have to have done so with two aces in his
(ONE
4
hand. It followed, therefore, that East
worked out well had dummy had the
big AND
BUT HE
RUM FOR YOUR
declarer, had the ace of diamonds, eliminating
UVES AND DOKIT K-J-x-x-x of spades and
holding two low spades, played the the apparent guess in the suit.
LOOK BACK !!
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1 Young wolf
4 Carry off
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44 Wheels for the
fields
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contemporary
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periods
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charge
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22 Tendons
25 Lancelot's title
26 PC owner
27 Ship
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31 Hard to climb
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38 Oahu welcome
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scorers v,
k
way, Steve Puteet - for Benton,
Glenn Jackson for Murray, and
Phelps for North Marshall.
Dub Polly, Bill Price, Fred
Herndon and A.B. Crass are serving
as officers of the Murray Bass Club.
40 years ago
The drive to raise $15,000 for a
new school building for mentally
retarded children will get underway
Feb. 26 with a combined organizational kick-off meeting at Calloway
County High School. Mrs. Jean
Willis is teacher for the school, now
in operation, which was sponsored
and funded by Civitan Club of Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Outland, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Brooks, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Tucker, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Westerman, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Guthrie, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Hudson and a- boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Gore.
50 years ago
Pvt. James H. Cole, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alton Cole of Murray, is
serving with the 1st Cavalry Division of the United States Army in
Japan.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. C.A. McClure, Feb. 6;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Norman Coursey, Feb. 7; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Williams, Feb. 8.
In a high school basketball game,
Murray Tigers won over Benton Indians. High team scorers were Joe
Pat Phillips for Murray and Gene
Clark for Benton.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 13, the
44th day of 2003. There are 321
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 13, 1935, a jury in
Flemington, N.J., found Bruno
Richard Hauptmann guilty of firstdegree murder in the kidnap-death
of the son of Charles and Anne
Lindbergh. Hauptmann was later
executed.
On this date:
In 1542, the fifth wife of England's King Henry VIII, Catherine
Howard, was executed for adultery.
In 1635, America's oldest public
school, the Boston Public Latin
School, was founded.
In 1960, France exploded its first
atomic bomb.
In 1980; opening ceremonies
were held in Lake Placid, N.Y., for
the 13th Winter Olympics.
Ten years ago: The government
of Bosnia-Herzegovina began
blocking the distribution of food in
the capital of Sarajevo to protest ineffective international attempts to
stop the war.
Five years ago: Dr. David
Satcher was sworn in as surgeon
general during an Oval Office ceremony. The United Auto Workers
reached a tentative contract agreement with Caterpillar Inc. (Union
members rejected the agreement,
which was revised and later ratified.
ending a bitter,6 1/2-year dispute.)
One year ago: John Walker
Lindh pleaded innocent in federal
court in Alexandria, Va., to conspiring to kill Americans and supporting the Taliban and terrorist organizations.
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Committee reviews proposal aimed at lower medical malpractice costs
expected to review the measure lower.
again Thursday. The measure is
Another key feature of the bill
sponsored by Reps. Steve Nunn, R- would require that any medical
Glasgow, and Rob Wilkey, D- malpractice case go to mediation to
Franklin.
try to ferret out frivolous claims.
The bill would create the Agreements reached in mediation
Kentucky Physicians' Medical would be legally binding.
Malpractice Insurance Company.
It also would require plaintiffs to
Skeptics worried that an expansion file sworn statements by medical
into the costly medical malpractice experts stating that they reviewed
business might harm the workers' the cases and that they had merit.
comp business.
Without the statement, defendants
"Make no mistake about it, it's could move to dismiss suits.
not a sure thing," said Nunn, who is
Those features were incorporatrunning for governor. "We've got ed from a bill introduced by Sen.
to take some chances in state gov- Jerry Rhoads, a Madisonville
ernment to correct this crisis."
Democrat.
Rising malpractice insurance
Nunn said doctors face the same
costs kave forced some doctors to dilemma encountered a decade ago
give tiff: high-risk specialties or 'by employers
rising insurance
leave four states where rates are costs and few choices among insur-

BY BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
House committee Wednesday took
up legislation to create a state-run
medical malpractice insurance
business aimed at offering relief for
physicians facing runaway insurance costs.
The proposal seeks to replicate
the state's entry into the workers'
compensation business nearly a
decade ago.
The malpractice insurance business would be operated by the same
board now overseeing the workers'
compensation business.
The bill ran into some resistance
during a hearing before the House
Banking and Insurance Committee.
The panel took no vote but was

ers.
time, the General
Assembly created the Kentucky
Employers' Mutual Insurance
Authority to offer workers' comp
insurance. Nunn said that KEMI
has been a success, and now covers
about 19,000 policyholders.
Nunn's bill would expand KEMI
into the medical malpractice business.
The KEMI board would be
expanded by three members to a
total of 10. Two members would be
physicians and at least one would
have expertise in medical malpractice insurance. The malpractice
insurance business would start no
sooner than Dec. 1.
Nunn said the workers' arntp
and malpractice businesses would
At

that

be kept separate. But the malpractice insurance business would draw
upon the existing structure at
KEMI, he said. Also, the board
could chose to dip into KEMI's $45
million in reserves to give a loan to
the medical malpractice business to
help cover startup costs.
Rep. Steve Riggs, D-Louisville,
expressed reservations about such a
transfer, saying it ultimately could
effect KEMI's workers' comp rates.
"What will we say to employers
who are buying workers' comp, and
taking their premium money to
start an insurance company like
this," Riggs said.
Riggs also wondered why the
state would want to get into the
medical malpractice business whensome private insurance companies

have reported losing hundreds of
millions of dollars.
"Why do we want to take a
financially sound KEMI and put it
in the business of selling medical
malpractice," Riggs said.
Another measure that sought to
tackle the malpractice insurance
situation stalled this week in the
Senate. That proposal was a constitutional amendment that would
have given future legislatures the
power to, among other things, limit
noneconomic damages in malpractice cases. The amendment also
could have let lawmakers require
alternative dispute resolution
before a malpractice suit could be
filed.
(The Nunn-Wilkey -legislation is
House Bill 8.)

Louisville man suing Bowling Grand jury hears from witnesses
Green, alleging police brutality
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A Louisville man who claims a
police officer used excessive force to
arrest him last year has filed a $2
million federal lawsuit against the
city of Bowling Green.
Mark Jeffery alleges in a suit
filed Monday that he sustained
severe physical injuries while being
arrested in Bowling Green and
required extensive medical treatment. Jeffery also claims police
deprived him of his constitutional
rights.

Police stopped Jeffery on suspicion of driving under the influence
after seeing his vehicle speeding and
weaving on Feb. 10, 2002, according to a report. Jeffery's vehicle ran
through a red light and reached
speeds of 70 mph, the police report
said.
Jeffery alleges that although he
posed no physical threat and was
unarmed, Officer Kevin Renfro
ordered a police dog to attack him.
Jeffery claims he still suffers physical, emotional and mental pain as a

result.
A police report said Renfro
released the dog during a foot chase
that ensued when Jeffery ran from
his vehicle, which rolled backward
toward the police unit after being
abandoned in an alleyway. Renfro
took control of the dog once • it
caught up to Jeffery, the report said.
Jeffery was charged with fleeing
and evading, first-degree wanton
endangerment, reckless driving,
refusal of chemical test, DUI, and
DUI with a suspended license.

Murray writer awarded fellowship
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Constance
Alexander, award-winning columnist, playwright and independent
radio producer from Murray, recently received an artist fellowship in
fiction from the Kentucky Arts
Council. Alexander is one of only
seven fiction writers tapped for this
honor.
Arts Council fellowships to individual artists are designed to recognize creative excellence in practicing, professional Kentucky artists
The fellowship program supports the
advancement and continuation of the

artist's career through monetary
rewards.
Alexander's grant request was to
secure financial support to help her
complete a novel, "Thirty-One Fat
Ladies on a Bus." Set in 1956, the
plot revolves around an unlikely
friendship between two girls who are
facing losses due to topics that were
not discussed in polite conversation
in the 1950s — cancer and divorce.
Alexander has been the recipient
of a number of grants and awards for
her plays and non-fiction writings.
Kentucky Foundation for Women,

the Kaiser Foundation, Kentucky
Arts
Council, the
Ragdale
Foundation, Mary Anderson Center
for the Arts and the Newspaper
Association of America have supported various projects.
A native of New Jersey,
Alexander has lived in Murray since
1988. She is married to Roy Davis,
artist and custom coffin maker.
For additional information, contact Constance Alexander at (270)
753-9379 or cacalexander@hotmail.com. Her Web site is www.constancealexander.com.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Feb. 14,
2003:
You are a force unto yourself this year.
You seem to be able to steer clear of outside events and make clean and clear
decisions. As a result, you could experience a spectacular year if you're open to
creating just that. Work needs to be a
high priority. Examine the quality of
your day-to-day life. Make changes
where you deem necessary. If you are
single, you will walk into a major relationship in the next six to seven months.
You might decide that this person is "it."
If you're attached, work more as a team,
and your bond will grow as a result. Let
your sweetie dominate more often. LEO
challenges you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
*** Take care of personal matters; be
ready to take charge of your personal
life. You're up for changes, and you
deserve them Invite favorite people to
join you as you decide to let your hair
down. Let the good times roll_ You've
held back long enough. Tonight: Let it
happen.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Realize more of what you want
by acting on it You cannot sit on your
duff and expect things to come to you
Much changes quickly. Confusion surrounds your family and professional life.
Instead of looking at a choice, see how to
make both options possible. Tonight: Do
something ultimately relaxing.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Deal with funds with a strong
hand, not taking anything for granted.
Realize more of what you desire by putting your best foot forward. Stabilize
your finances with a strong hand. Reach
out for others. Talks prove unusually
lively and directed. Tonight: At a favorite
spot.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** You're personality plus. Use
your unique charm to clear out a problem
and find strong answers. If you put your
best foot forward, you might be amazed
by what will happen. Deal with an emotionally possessive situation directly.
Tonight: Your treat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might want to discuss
what is on your mind with a loved one or
a dear friend. Getting a perspective from
someone else helps you make up your
mind. Take your time, and don't respond
to someone else's schedule. Claim your
power. Tonight: Now the world is your
oyster.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Meetings and conversations help
you make the right decisions at the right
time. Be proactive in the daytime, when
the Moon beams success on you. Move
during this period, putting nothing on the
back burner. Stay on top of changes right
now. Tonight: Vanish. Go for mystery.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Be ready to take a risk or go in
a new direction. You find that a boss
might have pushed you way beyond your
limit. Understand what is possible here
A meeting later in the day could be most
instrumental. Go for what you want.
tonight Where the gang is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Gain a perspective by pulling

back. Think in terms of gain. You might
want to discuss a positive change in the
near future. By pulling together different
forces and different people, you hit the
bull's-eye — if not immediately, quite
quickly. Tonight: A must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You discover that there are
many ways to get to the same place.
Work with an associate, and you'll get
the kind of results you desire. Don't do
anything halfway. Talk and think past the
immediate. You might not be sure which
way to go. Tonight: Try a weekend
escape.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Realize what it is you want
and desire from others, then ask. By not
holding back, you ultimately gain. Don't
hem and haw; just aim for more of what
you want. Schedule a one-on-one meeting for later in the day. Eliminate mixed
messages. Tonight: Go along with another's request.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Clear out work, but count on the
fact that it could take the whole day. If
you think you can split from work early,
think again. Laughter makes a big difference in how you handle a difficult situation. Relax and don't allow tension to
ruin your mood. Tonight: Kick up your
heels.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your perspective could change
considerably. Plug in your creativity and
allow others to give you more feedback.
Brainstorm and try someone else's idea.
Once you clear a trail, please don't
reverse your path. Complete this project
Tonight: Get some extra R and R.
BORN TODAY
German psychologist Otto Selz (1881)

Conner
governor's

Kevin Flanery,
who
was
Codell's deputy
secretary
but
',Ater
became
secretary
of
finance and has
since left state
government;
Codell's secretary; and three
employees in the
constituent-services

department, according to the station.
Derricks has said there was "a
little bit more than subtle pressure
applied" to get the Conner company, ST Construction, certified.
Patton has said he called Codell
on Conner's behalf but did not ask
Codell to approve her application.
He said he told Codell only that he
understood Conner had applied
and that he believed she was a
legitimate businesswoman.

!! ENROLL NOW!!
For night classes beginning March 10, 2003.

The Institute of Electronic Technology
At 509 S. 30th Street, Paducah, KY
Has changed its name to

Paducah Technical College
But still offers the same excellent two year program in

Electronic Engineering Technology
You will receive
Career placement assistance
Li Financial aid for those who qualify
0 Associate of Applied Science Degree
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(270) 444-9676, or ptc@hcis.net
Visit our web site at www.ptc-ky.com.
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COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
federal grand jury Wednesday
heard from witnesses with links to
the Transportation Cabinet's troubled program for "disadvantaged"
business owners.
The grand jury session apparently was part of a state-federal
investigation of allegations by
Tina Conner of official favors and
retaliation in Gov. Paul Patton's
administration.
Conner and Patton carried on a
two-year affair, which the governor has acknowledged. Conner
claims Patton used the powers of
his office to help and later hurt her
businesses, which Patton has
denied.
Witnesses included Norris
Beckley, former executive director
of the Transportation Cabinet's
Office of Minority Affairs,
WHAS-TV of Louisville reported.
Beckley has said he felt pressure — from Transporation
Secretary James Codell and indirectly from the governor's office
to have a company co-owned
by Conner certified as a "disadvantaged business enterprise."
That designation gave it an edge in
competing for work as a highway
subcontractor. Beckley told the
grand jury as much, the station
said.
Also appearing Wednesday
were Denis Fleming, Patton's general counsel; Ron Derricks, who
worked in the Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise program for
18 years but was fired in February .
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